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EKU's 63 rd Year
To Begin Monday
BY JOB BDWABDS
Co-Bettor

Eastern's 68rd year in
higher education begins
Monday
approximatelywuimoj with
«»v.. —r-«"-—-——9,500 students scheduled to
to
9,500
begin attending classes after this week's registration
__JI
:~_4.»4.'n«
and
orientation.

Students In Central University
college (have less than 60 credit
hours) whose last name begins
with letters «'E" through "O"
will register in Alumni Coliseum
Friday, the fourth of five days
of registration.
Last name initials and their
corresponding registration time
Friday are "E.»r 8 a.m.; "F
"G,"
and "I," 9:15
,<K " Q.45 a.m.; "L," 1P.B.|
"M,» 1-16 pTm.'and "N." "O"
and those who failed to report
at the proper time, 2 p.m.
Saturday Registration
Part-time, evening and Saturday students will register from
8 to 10 a. m. Saturday with no
set reporting times within the two
hours.
Socially, two events are
scheduled iui
(Uicuuinu
for Thursday
*..— ^v.-/ ..-D---—~
night and
three for Friday leading up to

lor acaaemic
• .__-_•
tor
Mmdemlc aiiairs—
aflUr. «.?1^;-.l '^^L,^.
...
—
and dean of the faculties, said ration and all «tatf ^ber» **
Monday that 495 full-time faculty •*•***!*„ mey com* toW
members, an increase of approx
approx- tact with.
imorilv
vpar. will
lmately 7R
78 (Yvor
over last year,
Eastern Student Association
teach this year. An estimated
200 more will teach part-time. President Jim PeUegrlnon said
Tuesday that "there Is a special
Dr. Stovall added.
to the word 'student.
'Mnlebarn' Within Two Weeks connotation
A student Is something more than
New major facilities besides a person who sits in a classthe stadium Include a renovated room
and completes assignfarm building at Eastern's Ar- ments.
He
is a^
person
\ .
rth of
of Rich-^
^ con
lington property norm
Rich- me»«.
president

ZS&^JrJSTJS* tiUUswhoI.envirooment.
"S^tructiona^oha-b^unon virooment is EKU

A.; we begin
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^.meS thorny is my hope that student, will

every respect We want aU stud- ment^ and progress of the Univer
ent
relationships to be permeated si ty.
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OCT. 4 GAME HERE
• p.m. Saturday at Stoll Field ——
-^
in Lexington.
The Eastern Little Theater will
present a production at 6 p.m.
Thursday in Pearl Buchanan
Theater in the JStudent Union
Building, followed by the Freshman Talent Show at 8 p.m. in
Brock Auditorium of the Administration Building.
Admission to the theater will
be by beanie while admission to
the talent show, sponsored by
CWENS and Kappa Iota Epsilon,

Football Opener
Moved To UK

site make it impossible to hold
the game on. our new field,
President Martin said.
f Eastern students will Martin said there could be
have to find a'ride to Lex- no Eastern-sponsored transporFriday's events will include a ington to see this year s tation toanwrday^agamebecattte
pep rally at 4 p.m. at Eastern's
"there is no way wecanorganlxe
new stadium with the footballers, Colonel football opener Sat- any."
coaches, cheerleaders and band urday night against Ball
Gates will open at Stoll Field
attending. A Powder Puff foot- State.
for the game at 6 p.m. SaturThe announcement that East- day with kick-off at 8 n.m.
ball game, with co-ed players,
will follow at 5 p.m. at the track ern's first game would be played
AU reserved seats already
field under the sponsorship of at the University of Kentucky's sold to the game wiU be honKappa Delta Tau and Sigma Nu. Stoll Field was made last Fri- ored. Students will be admitday by President Robert R. Mar- ted by their Eastern I.D. card.
Brock Concert Scheduled
tin.
Tickets will continue to be sold
The Town Criers and Grady
Eastern's new 20,000 seat foot- at the Eastern ticket office and
Nutt in concert will perform at ball stadium, where the game was will go on sale at the U.K. tickM p.m. in Hiram Brock Audi- originally to be played, is still
torium. Admission will be $1. at least two or three weeks from et windows beginning at 6 pdn.
Saturday.
The Colonel gridders will open completion.
their season against Ball State
President Martin said that the
University, of Muncle, Ind., at President Martin specifically Colonels'* next home game. Oct.
the University of Kentucky's Stoll told The Progress Monday that
against Austin Peay, should be
Field because Eastern s new access ramps at the stadium 4played
the new stadium, and
stadium, the originally-sche- were not completed and there- that theinoutside
of the structure
duled site of the game, has not fore spectators could not easily should be finished by Homebeen completed. (See related get Into the structure.
coming, Oct 25.
stories on this page and on sports
"This
is
an
unfortunate
situapages.)
The inside of the new stadwhich has caused us much ium which will house several
More faculty members and in- tion
but the heavy construct- classrooms, is not expected to be
creased facilities will greet this concern,
ion
equipment
and building mater- completed until early spring.
year's students at Eastern, now
ials
which
must
be left on the
In its1 third year of
w uniteratty
<uu»w»v —— -——
BY JOHN PERKINS
News Editor

Our 'Miss Kentucky
Is Louisa Flook First
lea," Miss nook told The Pro- that she has the Miss Kentucky
title "if s nice for me because
gress.
On the following day the girls Pve'got two states." she said.
"I try not to keep an participated in a parade through "Miss Kentucky wiU be a yearimage: I'm Louisa first, Atlantic City. "It was very excit- round thing," she said, "fll
hostessing local pageants.
then kiss Kentucky,' as- ing. Each girl's car had her be
1
love
work because I'm
serts Louisa Flook, a junior name over it, and the people part of this
the audience as an onwere
yelling
and
waving
to
every
from Eastern and Ken- girl that went by," she recalled. looker."
mm
tucky's entry in the recent During the week the girls were In addition to her duties as
Miss America Pageant at given points for swlmsult and Miss Kentucky, she plans to take
Atlantic City.
talent display and evaluation
(Continued on Page Nine)
According to Miss Flook, "The of the Judges' interviews with the
pageant was thrilling."
contestants.
Arriving in Atlantic City Aug.
For the show, "We rehearsed
31 Miss Kentucky and the other from 8 to 4 with a half hour off
contestants held a press confer- for lunch. Since it was for teleence. "The reporters treated vision,
everything had to be
as very well because each perfect," she said.
girl was a potential Miss Amer"But the best time I had waswhen the curtain went up " the
brown-eyed beauty continued.
"It's really thrilling to look up
and see all kinds of people.
"I met the girl who won, Miss
Louisiana, at the Ken. oky pageant.
She'll be a good Mis*
This issue, the fttstof M *» America," predicted the blonde
the year, may be obtained at history major. "It takes a very
any of 19 distribution points
poised girl because she is alen campus.
The points Include: Oeatee Ad- ways in the public eye.
•'Actually, being Miss Kenministration Building (basetucky
is the same way," she
ment),
Stoaeat Union grin,
Brockton Inanity, and Case, mused. "I walked Into a resthe other day and a woMcGregor, »*»■»•* "K^ taurant
Walters, Clay. Tetford. Com- man said, VThere's Miss KenBut I try to be inmonwealth. Parser, ■■•>«>» tucky!'
Keith. llechham, ^Oembs an* conspicuous ... if s nice to be
Keene residence halls, Mattes yourself Instead of poised ana
HaU grill and the Todd-Dopree charming all the time.
recreation room.
"Being youaself" has galnea
£TS«~ p*flj tatjnded Louisa
Flook several honors.
for faculty and staff distrlbn- Last year she was Miss Springfield and was second runner-up
tt
papers may not be obtained in the Miss Ohio pageant. Now
Clover and Thomas Dwalne Riddell.) from The Progress offloe.
BT KAREN MARTIN
Women's Affairs Etiitor

Paper Available
At 19 Sites

A Time For

Louisa Flook

(Montage by Cralg
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Our 47th Year

Progress Editorial Purpose Outlined
For the 47th time since 1922, the editors
of the campus newspaper at Eastern have
opened the academic year with pledges of
responsibility, journalistic excellence, and
priorities for the coming term. This year
we have dispensed with the singular enumeration of these pledges in the first issue.
Instead we emphasise that upon our appointment to these editorial positions last
spring we accepted these responsibilities to
be inherent in the position. Again we reiterate that we will not tolerate or accept
any compromise in any of these pledges.
In place of this singular enumeration of
" factors, we feel that it would be best to give
' a general overview of thought and opinion

which will be reflected in these editorial
pages the coming year.
We feel that the university campus of today is undergoing tremendous change and
re-evaluation, not only by the student but
by the rest of society as well. To many, the
thought of change in the academic structure
under which we have lived is frightening
or repugnant.
Yet when this change is viewed in context with our present society, it would seem
highly unusual if the academic structure and
direction remained stagnant, while other
aspects developed new concepts and realized
ideals in step with current thought.
The disturbing factor associated with this

:;

Become Involved
Sunday marked the beginning of probably the most important experience in the
lives of nearly 4,000 freshmen. They embarked on a college career which not only
will alter their contemporary existence, but
in all probability will serve as a framework
on which they will base their later lives.
This day initiated four years of opportunity in which the class of '73 will not only
witness an academic
maturation, but positive development in
both die social and
emotional realms of
the student.
To some, this adaptation to the col1 e g e environment,
which is a necessary
factor in their continual development,
will never come. To
a number of these the
absence of this ad-'
justment will cause,
them to withdraw
from the university
community. Others
will spend four years
on campus impervious to their surroundings,
merely
going through the
motions of a university student, but experiencing nothing.
This adjustment is not an immediate occurrence, it takes time. Freshmen will spend
many hours in the grill, dormitory rooms,
or classes searching for ways in which they
can identify with surroundings that are
completely new. To most, this feeling of
identity is an integral factor in attaining the
adjustment which they seek.

Whether it be identity with the campus
or the more important overall adjustment
to the new environment, the solution can be
described in one word — involvement.
College is not a passive experience, it was
not meant for spectators but participants.
To merely attend classes and live in a dormitory room is but to maintain a facade of
a university student. Few students are drawn
in to the mainstream of experience unless
they take the initiative. Without the product
of experience obtained through involvement, a university existence can be very
shallow.
At Eastern the opportunity for involvement in campus activities and organizations
is enormous. Over 100 student groups, not
including dormitory councils, are available.
Organizations with interests ranging from
social, religious, to academic are open for
entire campus participation. The Student
Association offers various opportunities to
participate in campus government and its
related work. These are but a random sampling of the diversified activities which are
the students.'
With these opportunities at hand, become involved. Make these four years at
Eastern a mini-lifetime, experiences from
which you will always be able to draw upon.
At no other time in your life will you be
able to experience so intimately die thought
and feelings of a communtiy with such
broad interests and beliefs.
A great and positive change can take
place in the individual if only he realizes
this fact and takes the initiative.
The next four years will be exciting. Take
the initiative, become involved, be a part of
the excitement.

By ACT
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purpose can be attributed to the fact that
(Continued on Page Three)

'Seats' Needed
During past football seasons students became accustomed to the familiar appeal over
the public address system, for them to set
closer together in order to make, more seats
available.
In anticipation of the new stadium and its
increased seating capacity, it was thought
that an appeal for more seats would not be
necessary this year. However, the incomplete status of the new football stadium has
caused The Progress to make another appeal for seats — automobile seats.
Eastern will be playing their first "home"
football game of the season on Stoll Field
in Lexington Saturday njlght. Unfortunately
there will be no scheduled transportation to
the game other than student automobiles.
The Progress requests that those individuals who have automobiles transport
as many students as is safely possible in
each car.
The students at Eastern are the Colonels
most ardent supporters. Let's make every
effort to insure that a large crowd is on
hand to back them in their first effort of
the season.
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Keep Them Coming

Letters Policy Announced
It has long been a tradition of The Progress to provide a weekly "Letters to the
Editor" section in'the editorial pages,
>
We feel that this section enables our
readers to comment on current campus
events, different facets of the newspaper,
or other pertinent matters which concern our
readers.
As an aid to the editors and in observation
of accepted journalistic procedures, certain
policies must be followed before letters can
be considered for publication.
All letters submitted must be of 250
words or less. We reserve, the right to refuse
publication of letters which exceed this amount. In the event it is possible to do so
without altering the intent, a letter will be
edited by the editors to meet the 250 word
limit for publication.
Letters must be typewritten, double
spaced, to be accepted for publication. Our
printers will not accept letters in any other
form.
In no manner will The Progress publish
letters which may be interpreted as libelous.
Not only the author of the letter, but The
Progress as well is held responsible for
such letters appearing in print
Deadline for submission of letters' for
the Thursday issue of the paper is noon on
Monday of that week.
No
letter will
be printed in
the section which was received unsigned,
with
all letters required
to be
signed in ink. In the event any letter is
signed by more than one author, die first,
two names will be printed as signatures,

with die number of additional signatures
listed on die next line.
We encourage our readers to submit letters.
_D>uring the year we
look forward to the various opinions which
will be expressed in this column.
r

New Feature Slated
A new feature which The Progress will
provide in the editorial section this year will
be entitled "The Progress Forum."
This section will provide students, faculty,
or administratvie personnel die opportunity
to express their opinion on campus or national issues through interpretive articles in
die editorial section of die newspaper.
Begining next week The Progress will
present its "Forum" topic for the fololwing
week. In die event two or more articles are
received expressing the same or similar
opinion, editorial judgement will be die
basis for choice. If articles are submitted
presenting opposing opinions, they will be
presented simultaneously as an informative
service to die student body, providing they
meet other stated requirements.
All articles submitted for publication in
this section must be between two and three
pages, double spaced typewritten. They also must meet basic literary and journalistic
qualifications before consideration will be
given.
The deadline for submission of articles
for publication will be Monday afternoon
prior to die Thursday publication date.

Weekly Student Publication of Kastern Kentucky University
All copy intended for publication must be received'
by the editor prior to Monday at 10 a.m.
Member:
Associated Collegiate Press Association
Columbia Scholastic Press Association
National Newspaper Service
Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association
Represented for national advertising by
Education Advertising Service, Inc.
Member of the National Council of
Collage Publications Advisers

National

Progress advertising Is Intended to help the reader
buy. Any false or misleading advertising should be
reported to the Progress Of flee.
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office
In Richmond. Kentucky 40475
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change has been the catalyst which has
brought it about. No longer has reason, debate, and compromise been the medium of
progress. Ultimatums, strife, and militancy
have replaced civilized methods on some
of our campuses. These coercive methods
have not been confined to either of the opposing groups, but have been freely accepted
by both as apropos.
With these factors in mind we question
whether any progress obtained by these
means is progress or appeasement. We also
question whether a campus quieted by coercion is quiet or oppressed. If these be the
case, the progress which we desire and the
re-evaluation which is.needed takes on uncivilized characteristics in opposition to die
basic fundamentals of an educated society.
At Eastern, change has been and will continue to be the focal point of student, faculty, and administrative involvement. The
degree of change and the areas which this
change will take place will remain areas of
discussion.
We feel that in most areas debate and
compromise among differing views is a
necessary element of change and progress.
In the same line we feel that there can be
no compromise between right and wrong.
We maintain a firm belief that there is
no independent faculty, student, or administrative purpose at Eastern. We believe
that the overriding purpose of this university
is the academic enlightment of its students
and their preparation to become positive
components of our society.
We are not naive to the point of believing

STAFF MEMBERS: Qraig Ammerman, Robert Babbage, Larry Bailey, Libbby Branuage, Steve Bamiduro.
Al Clark, Kerry Cooper, Sheila Damrel, Charles Dorroh, Kitty Dyehouse, Sonja Foley, Jack Frost, John
Graves, Patsy Cross, Sandra Grimes, Ken Barlow,
Mark Holbrook, Jimmy House, Rebecca Jonas, Duane
Ridden, Doug Vane* Ray Walker, Bob Whitlock.
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Military Cheerleader Criticized

The Best of Haynie

Aside from the fact that routine military
lion a year at a time when the greatest
By CARL T. ROWAN
threat to Americas security may be fester- overhead is very costly, and our soldiers
WASHINGTON — Rep. L. Mendel
ing in the teeming ghettos of our" cities want (and deserve) a pay raise, it seems
Rivers did a lot more than make himself
and on the campuses which are home to that the Russian^ are blowing a lot of
look silly recently wheg he attacked House
rubles on new playthings for their military.
Appropriations
Committee Chairman millions of alienated, confused, increasing- Naturally, our people,, are going to want
George Mahon of Texas for giving aid to ly difficult youths.
If Mahon really got his back up where to match every gun and gadget.
"enemies of the military."
So the truth is that little if any of that
Rivers was illustrating the kind of Con- military bungling and waste are concerned, "Vietnam war money',' will ever see the
gressional irresponsibility which, cloaked in he just might make his mark as one of the light of a schoolroom or the dark of a
the garb of patriotism, has let the military country's real saviors. Because as things now ghetto slum.
.
foist so many bum projects on American go, the American public is in for a big
It
it
difficult
to
imagine
how
disillusiontaxpayers that the military is now fighting shock and a potential explosion when the ing millions of Americans will be if they
war in Vietnam ends.
to, preserve a reasonably good image.
For more'than two years we have heard get the same old "iu£ money" excuse for
What Rivers apparently seeks to obscure
doing too little on the domestic scene even
in his fog of demagoguery is the obvious talk out of the White House and on Capitol
Hill about how the expenditure of some after the Vietnam war ceases to be a dram?
fact that one need not be an "enemy of the
The first impulse is to say that Rivers
military" to be dismayed when a new Navy $30 billion in Vietnam is a strain on the ought to understand that the violent upsubmarine suddenly sinks while at its moor- economy and prevents the Federal govern- heaval which might result is not in the ini nt from really attacking the nation's doing in California.
terest of the military and surely not in the
One who understands and appreciates tV mestic ills.
Nobody is naive enough to believe that interest of the United' States.
role of our military both as a peacekeeping
But the second impulse is to silently acand a fighting force can still ask why we the end of the war will release $30 billion
knowledge that if Rivers really understood
spend $24 biUion for missile systems that a year for urban schools, poverty programs,
this he would have been a lot less a cheernever work or never really become a usable medical care, food for the hungry. But a
lot of starry-eyed souls do believe that leader and a lot more an overseer of the
part of our arsenal.
military in the past Then we might all
Much of the military itself must have most of that 30 billion will be available; face the future witness apprehension.
been irritated to read that Air Force officials for bandaging our internal wounds and
had issued false reports to cover up some scars and sores.
It will never happen if our defense planstrange bidding and finagling that resulted
ners
have their way. Nobody says much athe tennis shoes
in extensive "overruns" in the cost of C-5A
bout it publicly, but it has pretty well been
you wear Q everywhere
airplanes.
More important, Rivers ought to under- decided at high levels that no substantial
stand that it may be the essence of patriot- reduction in the Pentagon budget will be
ism to inquire, again and again, whether recommended by defense planners when
the military ought to be spending $80 bil- the war ends.
. *.-.
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FOR THE BEST VALUE IN • Seamless
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SPORTSWEAR, SKIRTS

KEDS

BIOUXS, SWEATERS

Study It!

Too often during registration, students
are over burdened with a host of handbooks,
phamplets, and assorted information which
in many instances are disregarded by the
students as trivial.
This semester registration was much the
same as it has been in the past with the
exception of one notable change, the Student Handbook.

In addition to the fundamental information concerning the university, the book
contains two new features which are of ex- i^ ■■■■■■■aw
treme importance to every student.
7%<5%fe,qf Cfa*?***
One of these new aspects, probably the
most important, is the inclusion of the Stu- Professionally designed for top-light tennisend just as right for campus and casual wear.
The handbook, which has become a tradi- dent Affairs and Academic Rights report Made with all of Keds exclusive comfort features,
tional article to the students during fall in the book. These reports, adopted this plus rugged toe guard, and a special traction sole
summer by the Board of iRegents as official that stops on a dime! With the multi-stripe in,beck
■■■ nm
ii't'UT- ir . MIJC~T) 3«
university policy wilt be the "taw of the
9 'V
land" for students in thebroad areas of student affairs and academic rights.

COURT KINS'
Top grade
lace-to-toe style

stop in soon,
brouse thru
Richmonds
complete young
fashion womens
shop.

, Purposes

... and soon you'll find another

IF ITS QUALITY YOU'RE LOOKING FOR
•

*************

111 WEST MAM ST. RICHMOND, KY.

welcome freshmen...

The other novel area of the handbook is
the •Where To Go and Whom To See"
listing. This section should provide answers
to students for many questions which often
arise during the semester.
These two factors alone make this year's
student handbook a necessary item. The
Progress urges students to become familiar
with this manual as it can solve many problems before they arise.

: i

Welcome back... and

■
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FRANKLIN

registration, has taken on a new look, one
which we interpret as highly beneficial to
the student body.

'*«Y KID, DID RAT«0«*r
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SHOP

Handbook Aid To Students

•

>

excitingly different "Elizabeths" in

WELCOME
TO
EASTERN

the new University Shopping Center,

l»7

(Continued fr«m Fe*e I™0*

ideas are formed under differing sets of circumstances and ideals.
The editors of this newspaper are very
enthusiastic with the possibilities of the
coming year and the progress which we feel
will be made. In the light of these expressions of belief and purpose, these editorial
pages will reflect upon the issues and problems of this campus.
With this as our guideline,we begin the
1969-70 year.

.
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BEAT
ENKASHEER

| BALL STATE! |
#

************

STRETCH
NYLONS

nrATrii ©AM AW

WITT CWM8W

"Figure On Banking With Us"

This wrinkled mess
of nylon H thft
Most extraordinary
stretch stocking
yon hcrvo
worn.

As advertised in New York Times Magazine ... Mia
Is Mine. The Mood is poetry. Our pure wool sleeveless
double knit knit expresses the lyrical with circles of color

WO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS- MAIN STREET & BIG MU AVENUE

at the hem. Sizes 5 to 15 ... 35.00
We invite you to use Elizabeths

I NEWBERRY'S
d

Convenient lay away.

£r/*&$St
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The Race Is On

Teddy
Taylor

Bill

I

March

BALL STATE PROVIDES OPPOSITION

Colonels Begin Quest For Third OVC Crown
rtownliur the
downing
toe University of Bunaio,
Buiiaio,
» n>*Jor co"eR« school, 10-7.
Ball State rallied for its m
point8 ta m
* Ust <»uarJer *"■
a,, winning score coming with
2:ld remaining on BobGreenlee s
41-yard field goal.
^.
Balanced„*_
Off ense

BY JACK FROST
StMtt Sports Witter
._^v „ , . _.«
Saturday night toe Colonels wlU
journey to the University of Kentucky's Stoll Field to begin a
season that will see them trying
for an unprecedented third
atralght Ohio Valley Conference The last time the Colonels met
Ba s te was ln tll 1 67 S n
Itttte.
" *
*< l J !^ *I
Ball State will be toe first land Rice Bowl which
.Eastern
I test of toe 1969 season which won, 27-13; however, Ball SW.
Lark, tee 100th year of college return. 27 tettermen from test
football. Game time is 8 p.m. year's team that won six and lost
The Ball State Cardinal, be- four.
Igan their season last Saturday by Coach Wave Myers, In his sec-

., „„.„.,
nnA
OQd vmttr
year aa
M hh#ad
CQacn at

„„,,
gjjj
^
ta
his
team
to
have
a
sttt
expec
mucn lmproved defense and a
balanced offense this year.
willard Rice, lastyear's sophomor qutrt#Tbmck ^o rewrote
the cardinals* passing records,
win
will .«m
again 1«**T»
lead toe ofL«e.
offense. He
He
completed 124 of 209 passes for
«•
.
touchdowns In
1968.
•wdient miDoort
^^SS
£™^^urcMteld S Tm
tailback. Charle.
VanPalt and Dave Means.
*~

WH1VE YOU WAIT

ENGRAVING FREE
ALL PURCHASES

IAME BRAND MERCHANDISE
ONLY AT:

Here's Route
To Stoll Field

KESSLER JEWELERS

Richmond's Finest Jewelry Store For 25 Yrs.
Beqleys Next Door
623-1292 1

WILLABO BIOS
Ball State Qoartertmck

THE
College Life Insurance Company
Of America
... featuring the life insurance ptea designed specially for college men, eoM exclusively to college men. Ask BOW about "THE BENEFACTOR."

FOOTBALL FORECAST
OVC SCHOOLS
"—
vtinim

M

Easter*
East
Austin Peay
Pensacola Navy
Western
Murray
Northwestern Louisiana

Loser
State
East
Troy State

Winner
Kentucky
S M 0
Vanderbilt
Louisville
Cincinnati

Be

nouivn

Buffalo
Mississippi

The best route for getting to
the University of Kentucky's Stoll
Field, the site of Saturday's
8 p.m. football clash with Ball
(State University Is:
North on 1-75 and take the
Athene exit into Lexington; turn
left at the second traffic light
onto Chlnoe Street, then turn

mmmmmmmmm
See Stoll Field
Diagram, Page 6
right a block later onto Fontaine.
Fontaine then become. Euclid
which change, to the "Avenue
of Champions" and the location
ofsStoU Field.
UK officials Indicated this
week that there would be charges
for parking.
Students should enter gates two
and three and sit in sections A
B and C which will hold 0,000.
Students will be admitted on
their i.D.'s though all other
tickets at the gate will be $2.75.
Tickets win be 18.50 to advance.

RICHMOND
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
e MIU* sou* wi os. as
I Rood • Ml. 6 JJ-lTlt

tiKfiona store
Eastern Michigan
Tennessee Tech

Thurs. ft Fri.
Ui Taylor
Richard Burton
"CLEOPATRA"
Saturday
Dean Martin
Raquel Welch

OTHER MAJOR SCHOOLS
W

Buehler had
in
«_«
M*na
and excellent re- test
last year,
jw, March completed 26 ,_AMUW
had aa fine-year
111
8^^^,^,
e-2, 9206,
and repUcement last week looked runners
anr.nytfiM
1968 and is a contender for
very
good.
Means
started
and
cetvers,"
Kldd
said.
Of
49
passes
for
464
yards
and
Crable, 6-1, 207, started asllne"This Ball State team Is no threw tee winning touchdown A11-Conference honors In 1969.
backers last season, but were scored Ball State's only touchdown.
"If
VanPelt
Is
better
than
doubt
than tee team we against East Tennessee with only He led tee team In TD recepswitched to offense during spring this boy (Means) teen we better beat Inbetter
the
1967
game. With their 19 seconds remaining in toe game. tions with six. Walroth will be
drills. They both have speed .
M 8 w
potent offense they give us more
March's prime targets will be remembered as the man who
and strength, reports Indicate. ***
«*. ™
f -. „_„„.,. £
Th9
worry
about.
This
Is
an
all
James
Wilson, Don Buehler, broke Western's back when he
„ ' «_ «.„
receivers In the Ball State to
better team both of- Chuck Walroth and freshman hauled in a Gulce aerial to snap
V*"1** *» "■*
"Pro-I offense" have experience round
ro
tee football, fensively and defensively than we standout Larry Klrksey. Wilson the HllltopperJl* shut out string,
VanPelt, younger brother ot and can catch
1
was coming along fine in his and help clinch toe victory,
Amos VanPelt who set all Ball F"*** P" *■*?. «>m4ends played before.
freshman year until he suffered The Eastern running attack has
n AUen
State rushing records and made R«ndy
**»*» ** t* 1
»
*•—-—<
If
a broken hand but still managed
(Quill—1 il on Fage 8te)
little All-American last year a**1 ti8ht ends Bruce Stanley
and
r^T^S Tto Hortrim ir. til tattir- The Colonels will have 19 re- to score three touchdowns.
asslgnmiSt H.'mlsSd uT££ »« while Vic Compare*, is terntag lett
AIR CONDITIONED
falo game with an Injury, but *eah from a fine freshinanyear. top-notch group of freeman, but
Eastern Coach Roy Kldd said he
*1<M and some of his staff replacing toe likes of Jim Gulce,
NOW! FOR IS'S AND OVER!
saw him and not much seemed SCuted the Ball State-Buffalo John Taaei, Fred Troike and Jim KjB3uaffl^"*"T!ffflH
wrong
Catee and were impressed with Moberly will be a hug* task.
Unchanged men
"I think Ball State held him » Cardinal.'offense.
Bill March, a back-up for Gulce
In
■ changing land.
'They have a good balanced teat season, will lead tea Eastern
ready
out so he would be
Out: of afcep.oirtof place '
re attack .with, good hard offjn»e;__geaing limited action
against us," Kldd said
I
&
ind deeper etrety out of tJmeW
watching the Ball State-Buffalo ,
game.
Kldd also said teat VanPelt's

Canfield Motors
OLDSMOBILE

All Makes Serviced
J0HHS0H OUTBOARD MOTORS

I UAMPUS

EDM0ND

HOUDEN BORGNINE RYAN OBRIE-N
OATES: SANCHEZ JOHNSON . *
WARREN

Across From Kroner*—Phone 6234010

■ROBERT

ERNEST

WILUAM

JAIME

BEN
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OOK
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All profits of the Campus Bookstore are used for
the advancement of the University and its students. This year 167 scholarships are provided to
students at a total cost of $21,710.00, thanks to
the Campus Bookstore.

"BANDOLERO"

Indiana
Georgia Tech
ffVMwni^wi

Southern IRinois
William ft Mary
Xavier
Memphis State

Moaaje

SUM In

"THE PRIME OP
MISS JEAN BROPIE"
f | ■ .I*.

fllMllllll

aim is 9unvKMw

The Official

Stephen Boyd
Ossle Dovfs
hi
'SLAVES"

Com!no, Soon

See William A. Manz
"Associate Alumni"
Your College Life Representative
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460

1

1
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"HELLS ANGELS 69"
"UNCLE TOMS
CABIN"
"CtUSTTTY"
"Welcome Bock
. OVC Champs"
\
And To AI
Students, We
lnretcoine Ton.

Textbook Center
622-2696
EnseBBB -„..•;.?-•
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[From Here
If KARL PARK Progress Siorts Hi Iff

Close OVC Race Predicted
It's football season again.
Following that first kickoff Saturday night, many
coaches will start to get regular headaches every weekend. But Eastern football coach Roy Kidd probably has
already taken some aspirin.
The reason — 24 lettermen lost through graduation.
Eastern will be trying to defend the OVC crown
it has held for the past two years with 19 returning
lettermen and a fine looking group of freshmen. Jim
Guice. Fred Troike, Bill Brewer and John Tazel are some
of the names that will be missing from the starting lineup this season.
Bill March will be the starting quarterback and will
have such receivers as James Wilson, Don Buehler,
Chuck Walroth and Larry Kirksey. The running chores
will be handled by Jimmy Brooks and Butch Evans.
Eastern should have once again one of the top defenses in the conference. Teddy Taylor, Sidney Yeldell
and Ted Green lead a defense that finished second in
the OVC last year in least points allowed.
Whether or not a third straight football trophy will
be placed in the trophy case could rest with the strength
of the offensive line. The graduation of Troike and
Brewer left a big gap in a line that helped Brooks rush
for over 1,000 yards.
Most of the competition for the top spot in the conference should come from Murray, East Tennessee and
Western.
Although Murray will have the task of replacing
Larry Tillman, Coach Bill Ferguson has tailback Russ
Hake and All-OVC split-end Billy Hess returning to lead
the offense. Matt Haug, a 6-8, 195-pound junior, will try
to fill the shoes of Tillman. He has a stronger and more
accurate arm than Tillman. In the spring game, he completed 22 of 36 passes for 359 yards and three touchdowns. Sam Tandy heads the list of returnees for the
experienced Murray defense.
Coach John Bell and his East Tennessee Buccaneers
could go all the way this year. Only four lettermen are
missing from last year's team that finished at 5-5, winning its last four games.
Defensive standouts returning are linebacker Doug
Linebarger and halfback Bill Casey. Quarterback Larry
Graham, Pat Hauser, wingback Mike Young and Mike
Roberts return to lead the offense.
Injury problems could hinder the Western Hilltoppers in their bid to win the conference. Regular tackle
and .team captain Romeo Crennel is out until perhaps
mid-season with a bad knee. Bill Muller, a 6-2, 205-pound
junior deep back, has suffered a separated shoulder and
will be out for the entire year.
Western also lost Dickie Moore and Ike Brown, but
Nat North ington should take up some of the slack left in
the running game.
Defensive regulars back include All-OVC end Lawrence Brame, bandit back Johnny Jaggers, linebacker
Bill Hape and deep backs Bill Green and Mike Phelps.
The 10 weeks of football that follow should prove
to be very interesting and exciting and we predict the
following finish for the 1969 football campaign. Eastern
and Murray (tie) 3. East Tennessee and Western (tie)
5. Morehead & Austin. Peay, 7«,Teiwepaee: Tech 8. Middle Tenneaaeen '

SCHOOL SAVINGS

BACK

FREE HAIR SP

Two Convenient Locations

Your choice of a

Comer of Second & Main & in the University Shopping CenterI

cosmetic dept.
of $1.25 or more
and this coupon.
[Sefiefdj
Offer expires Sept. 24

Uinrtjcma

Shop our Complete Line
of Famous Brand Cosmetics

™\ 1&v&«,

<5>u«
.—.X ■

L'rs

COTY

Wa ^vfr.

►8;

til

500 Sheets

NOTEBOOK

L£MTHEWC

MaxFactor p#&

ARRID

Notebook Payer

DIPPITY-DO
Extra Hold •
8 oi.

3 Ring Bindtr
Thtmt Book

tl.25 Value

790
JERGENS

All in One Binder
Dictionary

Theme Book

Notebook Paper

Reg. $2.98

Extra Dry Skin Formula
7 oi.

Tab Index

$1.99
3 -Subject

$1.35 Value

890
BRECK BASIC

POLISHED
WOOD

Theme
Book

:o

"A

$2.29 Value

Varsity
Assignment Book

a^^-'.

Extra Dry Deodorant
14 oi.

$1.99

Reg. 42.98

Bill March Ted Taylor and
named
Sidney
TT*""7.^Yeldell have beenZ*TF'^~
trt C
8 y
", ?S5L«I,^
footballers.
The three, all seniors, were
Chosen this summer by their
teammates, except Taylor, who
was selected last spring. Also
chosen last spring was Don Evans, who no longer is at East"Our club Is going to be great
ern (hie to academic reasons. this yyear," Trl-Captaln March
March, this season's starting told The Progress, "I really
quarterback, transferred to
don't see how anyone Is going
Eastern for the 1967 season to score on oar defense. The ofafteB.|ttep^"g Parsons College fensive line is coming around in
in lava. Last year he was the fine fashion. It (the line) has
Colonels' understudy to Jim really begun to show us all Just
Guice and completed 26 of 49 how tough It really is."
tor 464 yards, indud-„
Taylor pointed to harmony
tag one game-wiiinli* touchdown.
^ Xmm .aj saw that
The Miami. Ha., native is 5-10a „Wa amazlng n,,, .royona on
and weighs 178.
••
this team gets along so well."
Taylor has been an All Ohio
Yeldell said thaf'our team is
Valley Conference selection a young team but what we don't
for the past two seasons at have in experience we make up
defensive middle guard and was for in determination, enthusiasm,
an honorable mention pick in var- and
Just plain bard hustle."
ious All-America polls. A 195-

-.

purchase in our

Assorted Patterns

pounder, Taylor is from Cynthiana,
Yeldell has been a defensive
tackle, middle guard, and linebacker, and has been tabbed for
*• *faK» •«! slot this year.
Nicknamed "Sweep Papa/'YeldeU is 6-1 and weighs 228. He
is a three-year letterman from
Giassboro, N.J., and Is termed
the strongest man on the team.

I

Spray with any

Girt Talk
Ensemble

BY AL CLARK
Staff Sports Writer

i I

Aqua Net Hair

purchase of
-to-Sohool

Yeldell, Taylor, March
Chosen Tri-Captains

■

13 oz. Can of
Style. Just
Wonderful or

33*

Sidney Yeldell

Quantity Rights Reserved

4 ox.
$2.26 Value

$1.25
Indexed for easy reference
Reg. 980

64c
Sheaffer
•

Cartridge
Pen

Register for
i—ABVTN FM-AM
PORTABLE RADIO
2&00 VALUE

10

- pine — *»

jr^m 6 TRANSISTOR
RADIOS

to to given awoy et

typinc HJwrO

typing
paper

it 7 Milts

Typing
Paper

DRUG
STORE
3tto
Drawing Saturday September 27 at 6 p.m-y £
NAME.
ADDRESS.

200
Count

Reg. $1.00

66c

Register for FREE Radio

PERFECT FOR
BEGINNERS...
SIX METAL
SWINGS WITH
METAL GEARS
FOR PRECISION
TUNING.

Reg. 690

TELEPHONE,
No purchase necessary.
You do not have to be present to win

53C
i

"%

■■■■■■
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* BLOW YOURSELF UP
Sand any black & white or color
photo up to 8" x 10" (no negatives) and the name "Swingline"
cut from any Swingline stapler or
staple refill package to: PosterMart, P. 0. Box 165, Woodside,
N.Y.I 1377.Enclose cash,
check or money order (no
C.O.D.'s) in the amount of $2.00
for each blowup; $4.00 for
blow-up and frame as shown.
Add sales tax where applicable.
Original material returned
undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Allow 30 days
for delivery.
Black and White

2ft.xJfti0
Poster only *<eV
($4.95 value)
with plastic frame $4
($7.95 value)

THE
GREAT
SWINGLINE
TUi STAPLER
The world's largest selling
stapler yet no larger than a
pack of gum. ONLY 98<
with 1000 ntl stipltsl

THE CHEAT SWIN6LWE
'•waWrt with
DESK STAPIM A raal Neawjfi
a compact MM. emt S1.M.
wi«iiooo»taB«ea,ti.*».

m 6KAT WW SWIH61IHE JiUD
HANO STAPLE* OHiJMj W W
ttepaij.Pwtabia.eiat listWith 1000 ttaalas, $1.M.

32-00 SKILLMAN AVENUE,

INC.
"io*e ISUHO CITY. N.V. nioi

4

Depth Giving Kidd
Problems Before Opener
If Roy Kidd had as much depth .. No doubt about it," said Kidd, 6 and 153 pounds. Chambers,
at each position as he does on «we»u be a target for most every - 6-5 and 248. is the bicftest.
his injured list, he wouldn't be on## That's what I like about this
Kidd's tentative starting lineworrying about his chances for a temm though. They're aware of
up looks like this:
third straight Ohio Valley Conthis and anxious to prove they're OFFENSE: Ends James Kelley
ference championship.
But he doesn't and he is. as good as the past two years." and James Wilson; tackles'Jon
And that should make things The inexperience andj depth Ankney and Harry (Tootle) Irinteresting when the Colonels problems show upmost promt- win; guards Pat Sheridan and Lartake on Ball State
Satur- nently on the offensive unit. Only ry Kaelln; center Paul Hampton;
day at 8 p.m. on the University one senior—quarterback BUI quarterback Bill March; tailback
March—will start. There are Jimmy Brooks, fullback Butch
of Kentucky's Stoll Field.
three
Juniors, six sophomores, Evans, and flanker Chuck Wal"Depth appears to be the bigroth.
gest problem for Kidd's East- and one freshman.
On
defense
there
will
be
five
DEFENSE:
Lineman Sid
tern Kentucky University football team. Lack of it, that Is. seniors, two Juniors, two sopho- Yeldell, Brian Slemon, Teddy
Taylor, Eddie Huffman and Tom
And that points up the reason mores and two freshmen.
The
most
promising
newcomer
Raid;
lmebackers Rlch^Cook and
for Kidd's concern.
so
far
has
been
Larry
Kirksey,
Harry
Glbbs, ^ backs Ted
Experience
^ a split end from Harlan. Other Green, Bob Webb, Mike Arm'If desire was all we had to f re,hraen who have Impressed atrong and Harold Joyce.
worry about," Kidd said, "we the coaching staff include Joe Several Players have been
should be in fine shape. But the Washington, Ed King, James •»<>*«• !** m*uri,a- T*° wh0
lack of experienced personnel— Croudep, Larry Lightfoot, Don were slated to start bat will
coaching staff will have a new look
especially in that offensive line- Peters, Marshall Buah, Wallace miss the first Part of the season Eastern's
year. Beside Head Coach Roy Kidd and
is the thing that's bothering Chambers, and Jackie Miller, are offensive tackle Fred San- this
his full-time assistant coaches, there are five
us right now.
Washington is the smallest dusky (6-3, 248) and defensive graduate assistants and eight student coaches.
"We have some great individ- member of the squad at 5-foot- and Mike Nicholson (6-5,120).
uals on this team—the talent is
I Euclid Avenue^
Avenue of Champions
there—but no one could expect
Avenue of Champion*
to tackle the kind of schedule
we have with optimism. EspecialIGatee 2 through 6 open.
ly with such a young team."
Student* uae
Kidd and his staff hare two
gate* 2 and 3
days to iron out the wrinkles
and develop a winning team combination. Bail'State lnvadesSaturday with a veteran club.

1969 Eastern Coaching Staff
The Colonels open their 1969 season Saturday
night at the University of Kentucky's Stoll
Field against Ball State.
(Photo by Dwaine Rtddell)

Cross Country
Under Guidance
Of Plummer

H

5

0 I N

I M

TOLL FIELD

v# r
BY JIMMY HOUSE
» - Bernard Hrubula and Ron
Staff Sports Writer
White will add depth to the sprint
A former distance specialist «"*?.
o.w«at the University of Kentuckyand AU-Ameridui Ken simous
track coach at Danville High will return this year along with
School has taken over the track eeveral fine runners from last
and cross-country helm at East- y«*/s warn.
_
era this year with the season me**ry JJH^",JJ»»ooener Saturday
^« opinion has been "look^isllTpUmer, the n-nij* r-1 good,",beads tb. list
who engineered Danvflie»s two ff ^"f^ ^c* ***•?
flrsUpUwTregioiiel finishes in *****
Burke, Gary Steen,
M ur s
the nasttwo years.
* y «wcy, S*«J« R»<*n»en,
Pluntmwsid^iseeTmclal- Ron Bock Md
****«*.
ly pleased with the overall
The) schedule will begin Satstrength of this year's squads, urday with perennial Mid-Amerand said "our kids are running lean Conference powerhouse
now with the idea of getting the Miami of Ohio at Oxford, followconference crown back."
ed by a meet with Cumberland
Three newcomers wiU help to College. The Colonel thinlies
ease the load on the regulars, will then travel south to meet a
Ron Sister, who has been especial- tough Tennessee club and run as
ly impressive in the pole vault, a track club in the 10-mile Stone
was the Ohio State champion last Mountain trek in Atlanta.

Begin Quest

«*

(Continued from Page Fear)
the potential to be the best in
the school's history as Jim
Brooks and Butch Evans r
Brooks led the nation's freshmen In rushing last year with
more than 1,000 yards in only
eight games.
He set school
records for total rushing and
single game marks in yards
gained and runsfrom scrimmage.
The defense should be strong
again this year as Teddy Taylor
returns along with Sidney Yeldell
and Ted Green.
Because of unfinished construction at the new Eastern
stadium, the first game will be
played at Stoll Field.
"In college football, the homefield Is not a great advantage.
I do not think playing on a
neutral field will hurt ua at all,"
Kidd said.

Eastern By-Past

Dial 623-5993

Ufa Our Driva-ln Window

RONNIE WILLIAMS, Mgr.

WATCH FOR OUR

MONEY MAN
■■

1 S>If0t1
212 WATER STREET

HAPPENINGS:
1. freshman Registration For Free Gifts
1 Upperckttsmen Registration for Free Gifts
3. Kck up your Free Campus Pack
4. New Store Hours 9:30 tun. - 6:00 p,m.

i

Member Of Student Discount

623-9674

GRAHD OPENING
Sept. 22 to 27th

DURING REGISTRATION

rbtfra etfreto win. Qenwne
In many
»—but the
i the same. Woejura**
thing—"the
right thtag-to

SUM MS
7:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. Men. thru fri.
7:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Saturdays

NlilliW. Main Street
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While You Were Gone

Contrary to the beliefs of
some Eastern students, last
spring's final exams did not
mark the beginning of a
long, deserted summer lor
Eastern's campus.

t for journalistic excellence
from the National Newspaper
Service. The Progress, now In
Its 47th year, has for the past
five years been awarded the special superior rating.
June 16-- Kentucky Lieutenant
Governor Wendell
Ford addressed the Second Annual High
School Newspaper Conference at
Eastern. More than 40 high
school newspaper editors and advisers published a special eightpage high school edition of The
Progress at the end of the twoweek conference.
July 1—Henry G. Martin, for
eight years the Dean of Students
and the Vice President for Student Affairs at Eastern, exchanged his
administrative
post to assume the chairmanship
of Eastern's new Department of
Education Administration. He is
succeeded by acting Dean Thomas
Meyers.
July l-Eaetern received a new
dean in the College of Applied
Arts and Technology with theappolntment of Dr. William Sexton
to the position. Sexton succeeded
John Rowiett who is now Eastern's first
vice president
for Research and Development
July 17 -A report prepared by
Dr. Thomas F. Stovall, the vice
president of academic «n*»rs»
was submitted to the Board of
Regents stating that Eastern has
made "significant progress in
providing equal educational opportunities for Negroes. The

Here are but a taw of the
many appointment*, confereiices,
workshops and clinics which kept
Eastern busy during the past few
months.
.A.
jnae 4- The
Report On
Academic Rights and R«8Pjn»};
bllltles tnd the Student Affa£s
Report were wrovedbjr *!
Board of Regents. The two
reports, which were the products of a total of almost three
years* work, were passed along
with the 1969-70 Eastern budget
which totaled almost $19 1/4 million.
,
.
.
Jus* H—Eastern's only official student newspaper, The
Progress, received an A plus

|1
(EDITOR' NOTE: TMi «ew
WlD
„ to all
pertinent questions a**"1***
by renders. Inquiries a»oaM be
sent ,by Mondny paler to tt*
following Thursdays ?«*«£

QUESTION: What time will
the Student Union Grill close
this year? G. E. S., Senior.
ANSWER: According to Mra.
Unlce Agee, director of the grill,
there has been no definite closing
time as yet. The closing time
' will not be established until after the beginning of classes.
Grills in Mattox, Clay and Case
halls will be open until midnight.

».

report said that "the record of
achievement is excellent" In enrollment, student services, library holdings and student financial aid.
July $3 -The Eastern football
coaching staff conducted a clinic
of the Southeastern Kentucky
Football Conference at Middlesboro. All coaches from the 12team league, as well as other
staffs from Southeastern Kentucky, were presentto hear coach
Roy Kldd and hie staff speak at
the two-day clinic.
Aug. 6
— Groundbreaking
ceremonies were held for a $3.1
million four-story classroom
building on the site of the old
Hanger football stadium. The new
structure will contain 43 classrooms and two large lecture
halls. The new building Is one
of three to be constructed on the
old football field, which is to be
replaced this fall by the nearlycompleted Eastern academicathletic complex.
Aug. 7 —Former U.S. Senator Thruston B. Morton advised
the Eastern summer graduating
class of 494 that "we must see
that technology helps mankind
solve problems rather than
create new problems?* Morton,
who is also a former U.S. Congressman received an Honorary
Doctor of Laws degree, which
was conferred by President Robert R. Martin.
Aug. 10 Eastern was host to
twnety groups of agarchlng mua-

lcians from throughout Kentucky
in a series of three, one-week
high school band camps. Thei
camps were sponsored by the
Division of University-School
Relations in the Office of Public
Affarls.
Aug. 18 .-RonG.Wolfe,a 1963
Eastern graduate, was appointed
assistant director of alumni affairs at the University.
He came to Eastern from the
University of Kentucky Northern
Community College, Covington,
where he was an English Instructor.
Aug. »5 —Allen Trimble, coeditor of the Progress, and Jim
Pellegrinon, student body president, attended a creative seminar between student leaders and
state government officials at
Frankfort The purpose of the
seminar was to channel innovative thought from the Kentucky
college campus into state government

Branson Poems
Published
This summer several poems
by Dr. Branley A. Branson have
appeared in several literary publications. Poems included: "Early Fall " in The Arlington Quarterly; ''Variation on a Theme,"
in Kansas Quarterly, and "They
Do Not Sing from Joy" and "The
Painted Gods/' in Dekalb Llterary Arto Journal.

m

Col. Smith Honored
col. Everett N. smth. toft.

"^".^ZJ^SMMIS.

k^Too^ »*t1^H5pl«.t. «.<*■»« by the
President of the United States.

Mkkam

QUESTION: How has the referendum, which the student association and the Board of Regents approved affected the budget of The Progress? D.R.F.
ANSWER: The referendum,
which called for $1 from each
full-time student, provided W,500 toward this year's budget of
146.915. The paper will cost
each student about three cents
a copy, with The Progress raising $37,416 from advertising
sales and another $1,000 from
Eastern paper sales. Thus, the
referendum will be 18 per cent
of The Progress budget

WALLACE'S BOOK STORE HAS A GIANT
WELCOME BACK SALE IN PROGRESS.
WALLACE'S HAVE MORE USED TEXT
BOOKS THAN EVER BEFORE
*> r.

I

MUtV *>:

■

LW

T0

Yo 50%
'■•■•■

0/V CAMPUS NEEDS

&&*-?

A Time For Reflection
A moment of relaxation is ba«Uyjieeded *«*^*"2|J
week of registration, and these two Eastern «tudents^find
Sat the front steps of Case Hall provide an excellent place
to rest those proverbially weary bones^ by ^ g^
"i

—

-.

—

i

NEW PEA COATS

RECORD ALBUMS .-f.fftR.SStfl.00
E.K.U. T-SHIRTS
99*
WRANGLER JEANS..
1/2 PRICE
BE WISE SHOP WALLACES BEFORE YOU W

f0% wool
10% nylon
lAotkoolfc
Stylo

toys Shot
14 Ham 20
34 ton 46
Al oao prico

5

$I4'
ARMY GOODS STORE
and

PARK HARDWARE

MflHSB"
BOOK STORE

s
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Dr. Berge Appointed
Campus Ombudsman
BY SONJA FOLEY
Staff Reporter
On the ground floor of
the Jones Building is the offire of the man who can be

tratlve offices have been ex- the concept ,,, flrst applied to
tremely co-operative. There the mayer^t* level at The State
must be a willingness on both Unlvarslty of Now York and Michsides to communicate and co- .lgan State University.
operate. •

Kent's "best friend/' £><%<?J£r£TsZ>:

He is the university's first
Ombudsman, Dr. William H.
Berge, who has the newest
and perhaps the least understood job on campus.

dinavia as a government positEastern's appointment is union. It was not until 1967 that usual in that it is one of the first
in which the students had a band

New Equipment i^urSaJriK

"I don't understand it either/' he says. No one can really say what my specific duties
are. If they were spelled out,
my position could not be effective.
My understanding of
the Job will grow as the Job itself does.

The 'Re-e-e-ly Big Shew'

Purchased
For 'Flick'
New projection and sound

dent Association, recommended
Dr. Berge.
The future benefits of this
new position could appear within a year or so. Students could
make some suggestions of
recommendations to the Ombudsman that might so to the*
Board of Regents or the Presi
dent and possible change entire

Anything that isa dlsto
nifuuK
*m*a- Auditorium,
--"—-—"
: according
~:
cussed in my office will be kept G. M. Brock, former kastin confidence. I already know ern comptroller,
a
great many people at Eastern's «i believe that there's not anof
the
Van
Peursem
Pavilion.
The
band,
with
Eastern's Marching Maroons entertained
campus—administrators,
facul- other college In the country which
170
members,
is
directed
by
Gerald
K.
Grose.
freshmen arriving on campus Sunday for fall
, ty, and students."
is
better-equipped than we
It includes 80 freshmen.
semester. These three new students moved
Win Know More
are to show full-length movies,"
their chairs onto the grassy plot in front
And now he will know a great he Last
told The Progresss Monday,
many more
January, the old equip"Basicaliy there are twotypes ment In the projection booth at
of Ombudsmen," Berge said, the auditorium was replaced with
"The professional is moreperm- two "^Simplex projectors a
anent. I don't think this type new $1,100 electrical rectifier^
is very desirable. In a sense new movie sound equipment, and
he would be another dean of men. a new pubUaaddress^******
"Then, there Is the non-pro^ the stage of the auditorium.
fesslonal who is appointed only "Every single P?1^ «£JJ*
temporarily," Berge explained, myself who works at the movies
"He maintains part-time teach- are students, and tney hare'been
lng responsibilities,
which is Just great to work with, Brock
- 88
A system offering mer- l t vear
wa
itratlve -Initiate
committee, ▼•>? *ood. P***" ** , **••*; "*£• k -hoo.- the movies
y
W
chandise discounts to stu- tfsing ?urp oses to promote the had been established to brtog «r. ff rpoee^of hi. position would Brock^ chooses ^mojte.
dents has been temporarily discount system and to support a speakers to campus. He ,said a *»■«** .„ ^ utte_ ___ and said he strives to show
^S^gl ^t the students want to see.
sidetracked by a Board of Free Speech Union, a student committee dominated by students Dr. .^^™
to
b,
group
that
brought
four
speakers
could
appropriate
as
much
money
^^
£^^
^£ £ About the choice of the movRegents decision.
campus the second semester, from a new Entertainment Fund ^J"**^*£j^*J? les Brock said "I realise that
Student Association President to Student
Association Vice Pre- as they desired for the purpose *»£*** department thissem- ^^t^^ents would like
Jim Pellegrlnon said the Reg•*«•*••
^^
that are
to see aonm mmiM
ents passed a motion In June sident Robert f Warfleld, the of hiring speakers.
prohibiting the association from
his Job.

A FEW DOLLARS MORE

W9ry w#ekday between 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m. Appointments can
be made by calling 622-3555.
"I know this office will be a
very busy place," he said.
students voice their opinions ^^ appears to be a four-armed creature is in reaMty
and complaints, the Job wlU grow. featareabaton twirlers of Eastern's Marching Maroons.
This position is a healthy sign Here Y^hy* KldweU, Covlngton, and Rod Green, Danville, go
for Eastern. It can't help but through their baton twirling routine.
be an advantage."
, .
, ■
-—

Student Discount
Temporarily Abolished

Wha-a-a-t?

MADI
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:

Wreh.»d

ftr 50 cents Ton, «,.
T„vi» m*m S«ud.n, As- ^SS,SSSi£mSSSi ^SJStfTSi* ^S «?,« «"«»- — -*—
association.
sociation would be free to hire S"a.^rf~~!f!lll-H „,* WQuVi be .wJh wnn't imn out so easilv " les?

tor Bob Tarvln said the Regents were outlined in a budget, some"We must find a sponsor for
approved the motion to give thing the association has yet to toe program and find a use for
another student group "toe submit.
the money that meets admlnlto
*X? nSS ^"oxlmately
Tarvln explained that the Pub- stratlve approval," Cameron
tflS'fromTe'sateS[toe card, lto Affairs Forum, an admini- said.
IRS t

Garland Jett

•

broad investigatory powers and
is permitted to "do what I deem
necessary to keep aU lines of
communication open. AU of the
people connected with admlnlST

y«*r« emission is » cents per
Pe^on.
This week's movie schedule
at the Flick can be found in this
issue's second section.
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USED TEXT
BOOKS

i

BOOK STORE

Campus Ne

tance office said the average
receiving aid was
black
awarded $618 last year, while
the average non-black student
aid was awarded
receivlng
$399 in the 1968-69 academic
"Eastern falls short of the year.
td<_i here " Stovall said In relation to me number of blacks Stovall pointed to the Involveon the school's instructional staff, mem of Eastern ** B*^"
Dr. Thomas F". Stovall. vice
But. he said "most comparable In the work ofJjrea f^-P<*erpresident for academic
rn%tuuons''arelnthesameslt- ty agencies and to the work of
submitted a 15-page report
nation™ unable to compete with students in tutorial services in
Eastern's
Board of Regents
larger universities in a sky- Madison County,
that said the school's record
rocketing "price/war" for qualof achievement Is "excellent"
ified Negro professors.
Negro Emphaale To Rise
ln
r
Rel i0U8
J° °S:l' Siv £££_?'
*S
u organizations ls located
Ltncaster Avenue
According to the-report, Eastldln ,
and actiyities "jw »» « t on campus have prepared _*, Maln strett
ern's black student enrollment
"L2S? StoEff documen- many activities for Eastern "1,.. Don Bellalr. has tem- Increased from 224 (2.7per cent) Stovall said a faculty commitJ^re^rt'saSThe atSSe students.
porarlly assumed leadership of in 1967-68 to 307 (3.3 per cent) tee ls working to Increase the
Negro emphasis on at least six
ra '^sublect to Im^Vment™
Lutheran services will be at the Westminister Fellowship on in 1968-69.
More significant Is the area of liberal arts-oriented courses
l^the SrrtcuSm a_?lncom- » »•">• Sundays at the Baptist Ma^ Street. Coffee and doughStudent Center with Rev. Rol- nuts will be served before the student financial assistance, the within the College of Education,
munlty services.
land
Bentrup officiating. Com- 9:30 a.m. special Sunday school report said. At least \MMack -^ r<port ^^ Ubrary holdSeveral Program* OutHaed
reunion
offered
Sun- organised
.uuuivu will
on. be
u« «»*«..
«»**.......
»i|iwHu for
iw Eastern
«■<..»=.« students,
o.-v.„...~. students,
stuaems,
*o.» P^f?**
|—* .,—-.«--.„- items
items essential
essential to
to support
sue
TO each
46.9
°\ ™" ings,
The report outlined several day. Fellowship
Dinner will be served on Sunday 4^ black enrollment, received
services
tenJ£
'increased
curriculum
nwrsj
^
m^^^,
curriculum,
are
programs being planned vfor tatlvely are scheduled for Tues- nights, foUowed by speakers and financial
In
1968-69
J3B«
emended
ranldlv
'
asistance
in
19W-W
^
axpanded
rapidly
from
ft
Negroes and members of other days at 7:30 p.m. though a lo- movies. Socials have been arthat totaled $89 129, or 8.9 per lts current 700 monographs,
minority groups.
has not been set
ranged for 6 p.m. Wednesdays. cent of the total assistance a- periodicals and two newspapers,
Central University College, catlon
which are American Negro In
which prepares freshmen and The Wesley Foundation, under The Baptist Student Union ls warded to the student body.
r^h^r^Tfor' aoectaSeed cur^ the direction Rev. Martin Wll- preparing for a permanent mlnThe student financial assls- character.
SSSTSS £SX*\u£l •<». wlU hold Sunday celebration later to arrive on campus. Plans
ta^'laSratoSTtodoJ£5nMr*» 11 a.m. to noon during for orientation week Include a
2L J^^«arsternSbMrii- September at 401 University Shindig Thursday at 6 p.m. and

Eastern's ranking acade- insiMa the approach would be
mic official told the school s ona of appropriate emphasis and
jroverning body this summer integration within the context of
that the institution's pro- already-developed or planned
grams and policies regard- disciplines.
ISgthe American Negro
AiiMm^

offered this fall. The report
said at least seven other soclology, history and anthropology
vgS^S^ff^^l&A
TUSJS^SiS^
*Jg*»i££.tr?ctor.-fonr

three graduate assistants—have
been employed for the 1969-70
academic year.
Price War* Highly Competitive

H| EKU Religious Groups
Schedule Activities

Thfh^wmbeSa^bytw^ will meet at 7 o'clock

with.Hootenneny U scheduled for Mon-

^^S^^SVS^i^-DiMcl^ma^F^

Men In The Halls!
bad, little brother and boyfriend Joined this
co-ed Sunday In moving into her "home away
from home." The first <^a* *»«. for the
freshmen was Monday night, with their first

Eastern football game Saturday at 8 p.m. at
JSngton and their first day of college
cUUM 8

* *0nday-

(Photo by Cralg Clover)

to JSiSF^aEZd chine?' ship has planned three programs
S,mm«r nrLramtor selected f or Sunday worship. Rev. Charles
sStewho^uTe^iw^dnotBlakemore will supervise a
hanUm««S£^e-^nrolTbecause church-school
at 9:30 a.m.
of o^a^emirSSman^es! Morning worship wlU begin at
SSLn ^alla Bla?k Studies 10:45. Evening Fellowship will
DroSanV was not envisioned, but convene at 6 o'clock. The church

FOR REFERENCE

e^e'reTfie Open Hours
f Campus Facilities
Here are the hours of operation 1-4 p.m. on weekdays; Saturday,
for campus* facilities:
8 a.m. til noon.
Case Hall, Mattox, and Sidney
Cashier's window— Monday
Grills—Monday through through Friday, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
7 a.m.-mldnight; Fri- Saturday, 8-11:30 a.m.
a.'m.-2 p.m.; Sunday, 4
Library-Sept. 18 and 19, 8 a.m.
-midnight.
-4:30 p.m. Closed this Saturday
int Union Grill—Open and Sunday. Regular hours be._ days a week from 7 a.m; gin Sept. 22; Monday through Friday, 8 a.nu-10:30 p.m.; Saturday,
till approximately 8 p.m.
^Weaver Grill—Monday through 8 a.m.-10:30 p.m.; Sunday, 2
Friday, 7 a.m.-noon; Saturday p.m.-10:30 p.m.
Campus
Bookstore—Weekand Sunday, 4 p.m.-midnight
Student Union Cafeteria—Open days 8 a.m.-8 p.m.; Saturday,
seven days a week. Breakfast, 8, a.m.-2 P.m. Regular hours
6:30 a.m.-8:30 a.m.; Lunch, 10:30 begin Monday, Sept. 29: 8 a.m.-.
•a. in.-l:30 p. m.; Dinner, A:30 ^5 p.m., weekdays, 8'a.ip.,-n6on
Saturday.
p.m.-6:30 p.m. '
Student Health Services-MonMartin Hall Cafeteria—Monday
through Friday, 8 a.m.-6
day through Thursday; Breakfast,
7 a.m.-10-a.m.; Lunch, 10:30 p.m-; Saturday, 8 a.m.-noon;
a.m.-l:30 p.m.; Dinner, 3:30- closed Sunday.
6:30 p.m.; Friday-Breakfast, 7 Office of Housing-8 a,m.-noon
a.m.-io a.m.; Lunch, fO:30 a.m.- and 1-4:30 p.m. on weekdays;
2 p.m.
Saturday, 8 a. m.-noon.
>President's Office, 8 a.m..
4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
Registrar, 8-11:30 a.m.

t SPUMIN Realty C

208 Coffins St., Richmond. Ky.

T

VSk« Cavendish willdirest

Phone 623-6075
the AngUcan organisation in communton services on Thursdays »•
a fftrm whoso members arc ojradiMtos
at 8:30 p.m. A picnic, swim
party and communion services of our University."
15 yrs. experience in Real Estate
will be given on Friday, Sept.
19 for freshman and upperclassWo Charge 2% Commission
men.
The group will meet at
the Lancaster House.
The Newman Club will have
mass at 7:30, 9:18 and 11:30 at
St. Marks Catholic Church. Conloss Spurlin
fessions will be heard during
Students interested in performing In a folk mass should
contact Peggy Wise, 622-3392.

Louisa Flook
(Continued from Page One)

Rod Estate Broker
623-6082

623-9154

Of EN

FROM

a full schedule of courses. "I'm
going to try to work them in
10 A.M.
because I don't want to get behind' ... I came, to college to
go to college."
"I first entered a beauty
7 P.M.
pageant because of the scholarship money," she said. "I
think every girl should get In
at least one."
Bobby Jack omlth
5J||fTffS
However, she doesn't plan to
enter another pageant. "This Is
■ARIER ft HAIR STYLING FOR MEN
my last one.
I have no real
plans but I think I could be an
Asks that you try all Berber Shops, Then come to the original
American History teacher."
Although she has been featur- Hair Styling Shop of Richmond, for the professional shaping,
ed In several newspaper displays, of your hair.
"I've never thought of a life aa
a model. I'm not one of the
Phone 623-9128
beautiful people."
Upstairs over leatey't
"Pm me," she repeats.
"Louisa Flook before Miss KenJu_fc_"

New Singing Sensation?
These three musically-Inclined freshmen will
fit right In at Eastern. The school proyiaes
outlets of entertainment for those who luce to

stag, play an instrument or Just listen.

JETT & HALL

HEADQUARTERS FOR

FAR AH
Wi1

FaraPress*
Buying a pair of slacks? Then look for meticulous
tailoring, for fashionable colors and patterns, for
the finest modern fabric blends in docks permanently pressed to "never need ironing." When
you've found these things, you'll buy Farah.

Big assortment of Farah Slacks in a large
selection of styles and colors.
SIZES 2? THRU 42 IN SOLIDS, SIZES 29 THRU 38 IN PW1DS

12

00

THINS AVAILABLE
Sizes 28 thru 36

INCORPORATED

134 West Main
■_■

1

mm «_L____H__I

1

■
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Welcome Students
BUY USED BOOKS
SAVE 30% OFF LIST PRICE

if
i

*.

•

We stock official E.K.U. Textbooks
guaranteed correct for your course

i

\

*°*>°
\

s

^>
•

MORE paperback books
MORE phonograph records

&

t
■

MORE notebooks

GREETING

CARDS

Contemporary
Traditional

TRADE BOOK
Fiction
Reference
Nonfictlon
College Outlines
Juvenile

SOFT GOODS
Swemhlrts
T-IMrts
Jackets
Stuffed Animals
Hosiery

SUNDRIES
Film
Film Processing
Pipes and Tobacco
Lighters

JEWELRY
Jewelry
Class Rings

SUPPLIES

All profits of the Campus Bookstore are used for

Ring Binders
Spirals
Fillers

the advancement of the University and its stud-

Pens and Pencils
Slide Rules ,
Souvenirs
Stationery
Posters and Prints

Decals

ents. This year 167 scholarships are provided to

SPECIALTIES
Magazine Subscriptions
Plaquing
Trophies and Awards

students at a total cost of $21,710.00, thanks to
the Campus Bookstore.

^y\

ART
Art Paper
Paints and Brushes
Drafting Supplies

Brief Cases
^

THE ONIY OfflCIJUlY APPROVED SOURCt FOR BOOKS

CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
I
n

Student Union Building
Owned and operated EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE STUDENTS,
Faculty and Staff of

/

eastern kentucky univers
—■*i

WHEW!

©Ip lEastmt froereaa ,j Think It<s
Section B

Thursday, Soptotnbor 18, 1969

President Notes
'Proving Ground'
{ EASTERN Knnuan UNJVSSSITY
RICHMOND. ICINTUCIY

gmciorTMPWimNT

September 18. 1969

!
DMT

4H7J

Class of •73

P.nh vur 1 look forward to the opportunity the Progress gives
,
JTlJslws ofYnew olass as they baflin their careers at
ma to welcome *»»^"f7* CUM of '73 you are entering this Institution
EMt n
" ' L^ut IW^. to uWyour year, at Beaten a- •
ZttSXZSF. <£*£» the problers. our socUty faces.

This 1. a ^S^^^X^S^S^^S^

The Crowning Touch
I This freshman seems to have found a novel
way to rid himself of the "curse of the
beanie." He was only one of the new Eastern
students who were required to make the *1

beanie purchase last Sunday. In the shore
picture, neither the donor nor the recipient
was available for comment.
w^a^Mx
(Photo by Thomas Dwalne Riddel)

President Martin Pledges
To Protect Student Rights
An assembly of parents of sent, "but we will not be coerfreshmen enrolling at Eastern ced, whether one comes to probeard Dr. Robe'
R. Martin, test or 500."
"The elements of due process,
president, declare ounday that the
University will protect the rights or In non-legal terms fairnesst
will be followed," he said.
of all students.
Sunday marked the beginning of
He told the orientation meeting of parents in Hiram Brock Freshman Orientation Week at
Auditorium that the University Eastern.
to aU yolces of dtav Dr. Martin, Who »hl« yftar km-

You are the first *?4*£V j^J?^£ZJw». « this
of ~™f*™^*^?^£S£^ -r. being orttleUsd and /
tus. of •t^^\^SS*~lKJSe to act ra.pon.lvely In the area of
* !^^u\^e^rthaT our statement of Student Right, and ResponS?m..r.n JSoaSot you that the student 1. .fill the focal pel*
at Eastern.
,
I went to coasaend the student body of which you have luatMeaaae
. p^. wih^^-Ptlon.. they have protacted our property and obey*
our rules and regulations.
Th. challenge of an avar-chenglng world, with its accelerating
-K «. «^!Llwboth the faculty and student body at Eastern. The
growth, is P»*~^2s»tax that the people of Kentucky have erected
L
M to
^^
*!*""on ^ **
to fulfilling your peaentlal.
e« t wish for each of you a most pleasant experience as you

^:^^^^^

open to students.

glns his 10th year as president of
Eastern, called the 1960»s "*•
most marvelous decade in the
history of education."
He pointed out that Eastern's
enrollment has grown In this
decade from 8,800 to 9,200, the
physical Plsnt from a worm

My

,st wish for esch of you is a successful and rewarding
Cordially yours,

fyuGm*^
Robert R. Martin
President

That Dorm'
wv RFHFCCA JONES
BY U^"<""e?>KB
„r J^i. T^T*
;
"I think its that realdence hall over there, Dad.
Where are we going
to

tically directing the heavy traffic
and unloading over-packed cars,
families struggling with luggage,
guides offering a hand, stray dogs
panting and wondering what's going on, adding to the confusion,
I'm homesick already. I think
I»ll write a letter to Mike.
There are towering buildings
on an enormous campus, old

park? There are cars lined
up a mile long. What are
those
men doing
isnyc military
>.w..v«*j■ m'al'
"uZLZ
runnmg around? Stop here JJ
lth
fungusgrow.
and
let's
unload
my
junk.
o«^ lof^a nnlneri mw i
J^ all over them, taU, frighten-

"Clothes, bags,
suitcases, ing, artisUc buildings, new buildtrunk, boxes, blankets, shoe rack. ings, some so new workmen are
tennis racket, camera,umbrella, busily laying brick, P™™** con
"
1 guess that's all. Oh, my stuffed crete, shaping massive P»«8 ?*
animals are In the back seat. I nothing into another giant buuoguess I'd better find out where Ing. The campus seems to grow
my room is first. Look at that larger with every step.
Then there's the Alumni CoUline."
seum, wow. Written on It are
"What's she doing?"
the words, "United we stand,
"Filling out cards."
divided we fall." Everyone
"How many are there?"
seems to be united but me.
"I don't know."
"Fill these cards out please. don't know where to go or what
Here's your key, room number, to do with myself after I get
telephone number box number there.
In front of the Coliseum are
and combination.'
giant flag poles. When I looked
"Whew"
"Have you paid your dorm up st those I felt so insignificant. Everything about Eastdues?"
ern makes me feel little and un"No. How much?"
"I wonder what my roommate important. I've never felt this
way before. I feel aloof, un*
looks like?"
"What's your room number easy, and yet I'm excited and have
an earnest desire to make new
again?"
"620 something. Where's the friends.
Write soon. I miss you.
car? Oh, yeah."
"These dresses are heavy."
Lovingly,
"My granddaughter, I know
No. 8648
she won't use all the stuff she
brought."
"Are you a freshman? Then
you have to have a beanie. One
dollar, please."
"I can see you walking up and
down six flights of stairs every
day."
Well, here I am. No longer
la there anyone to tell me every
move to make. I have to be
Independent now and learn to
make my own decisions. Let's
see, where did that guide say
we could eat? The Student Union
Cafeteria Is open, I piink. I
don't know anybody here. Everybody Is staring at me.
What do I do now? Somebody said we have to get registration cards, a catalog, and a
schedule book. Now, where Is
the Administration Building?
What a funny sight mis Is:
People running around trying to
appear as if they know where
they're going, military menfran-

(Continued en Page Feag)
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m 'MM ®eWIL@IK]
TELLS HIS SECRET*

Ahead stretches your future, Bke a road leading into the dfetonce
Along ihat road are ambitions you wish to accomplish — desires
you wish to gratify. Your success with money will be the means
of bringing to fulfillment both your ambitions and your desires.
Use as your guide the age-tested financial principles explained as
Orem G. Wright guides you through the pages ©J THE RICHEST
MAN IN BABYLON TELLS HIS SECRET

I

lrH®y®MiM
FOR RESERVATIONS/ CONTACT HELEN BRimOVt,
DINING ROOM HOSTISS, HOLIDAY IHH. PH. 623-9220
* From The* look 'THE RICHEST MAN IN IAIYLON"
Published by Hawthorn looks. Inc.. Now York
Copyright 1955-1958 by PrMtfco-HaN. Inc.
Enajoweod ctfffs, HS.

Orem G. Wright, representing Southwestera Life Ins. Co., cordially invites you to attend a group discussion on the tax-sheltered
Annuities. Guests are welcome. This meeting
is for information purposes only.

«

■
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■
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WEKU-FM Increases
r
Broadcasting Schedule

A
for
CAR and HOME

OVER 300 WES TO CHOOSE FROM
TRANSISTOR RADIOS
TAPE RECORDERS

BY JUDI LEDFORD
Fine Art* Editor

Car Tap* Player* - Moult Tope Players - Stereo
•Your Electronic Headquarters"

SICril ...the family store

uto ^
RICHMOND, KCNTUCKYl

CATALOG
ORDER
CINT1W
13S W. IWVINC OT.

WEKU-FM, EKU's radio station, is now broadcasting dally
from 1:56 p.m.-until 12:05 a.m.,
a new schedule which Increases
weekly broadcasting time from
five to seven days and from 30
to 70 hours.
The Increase In broadcasting
time was effective Sept. 1, with
the continuation of most of the
station's old programs and the
additon of many new ones.

3fow Seasons
"WELCOME" SPECIAL

"This will satisfy the desires Arts, and Sciences, discusses
of our listeners and give us ••''Books and Authors, Today and
chance to pursue our educational Yesterday" each Monday at 7:45
goals," John Sullivan, station p.m.
co-ordinator, said Saturday. ,. Gerry House Is host on 'World
According to Sullivan, WEKU- of Music," a type of deejay show,
FM now broadcasts approximated Monday-Friday from 4:05
mately 29 hours of classical until 7 p.m.
music, 19 hours of non-classical "Campus Calendar," compiled
music and 15 hours of public ^ edited by Donna Foust, studaffairs and talk programs aacb>€nt news director. Is broadcast
week. Some of the shows, such eacn Monday through Friday at
as "The University Hour," over- 4.30 and 5 p.m.
lap and feature classical music Franne Harris is hostess on
sometimes and a talk show at "Broadway Showtime," which is
other times.
broadcast each Friday at 7 p.m.
The most powerful educational and repeated each Sunday at 2
broadcasting station In Kentucky, p mthe 50,000-watt station received ^'ike Mangus hosts"Muslc in
at 88.9 on the FM dial, broad- ^ Night" a program of
casts many programs from uninterrupted music "to do your
foreign countries, such as Ger- ttlng by» each evening from 11
many and Great Britain, many untii midnight,
programs from the U. S. and a "Musical Cinemacology" is a
number of shows done by the staff serie8 of programs featuring
itself. Some of the programs 80ngs that have been made famous
produced by WEKU-FM
are through motion pictures. Sher
carried by other stations In th# Brashear wrote the script and
state, Sullivan said.
'/ obtained the records for this proNumerous programs broadcast gram broadcast each Thursday
by WEKU-FM feature members *t 7 p'#m.
of Eastern's faculty and staff;
„ m
„ ■■
besides EKU students. One of "EKU Full Score" features
these Is "EKU Roundtable," a faculty and student recitals along The purchase of the familiar maroon and
discussion and Interview pro* with the band and orchestra at white freshman beanie could be for these
two new co-eds, one of the best deals of the
gram, which also features visit- Eastern,
lng dignitaries.
Each Monday-Friday from 2- entire week. It can save them from Rat
"Omnlscope," a college^ 3:45 P.m. Music Supervisor Loy
oriented program aired Sundays Lee Is host on "Potpourri of
at 10:30 p.m., and produced by Classics."
the Southern Baptist Radio-Tel- "Buchwald On" featuring Art
evlsion Commission, will occaa- Buchwald will be broadcast at
lonally feature EKU students. 6:15 p.m. each Monday through
Faculty
member Peter Friday, beginning In October.
Schneider can be heard each Fri> Students who would like to work
day evening at
9:30 with a for the station are Invited to fill
sports
report on "OVC out an application and make an
Roundup." During the football audition tape at WEKU-FM ofseeson, the "Coach Roy Kidd flees In the Donovan Building.
Show" Is broadcast at 9:80 each All students are welcome, SullThuraday evening. During the Ivan said.
_
basketball season, "The Coach "I am extremely proud of the
Guy Strong Show" airs In this staff and students at this radio
station. There exists here an
time slot.
Professor Glenn Carey, As- esprit de corps that could be
soclate Dean of the College of envied by anyone.'

A 'Heady' Purchase
Court; but moat of all, it marks them as
new faces on campus for male upperclassmen.
(Photo by Thomas Dwalne Riddel)
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'73 IN SIGHT?

Sunday The Beginning
Of'New Life'For Frosh

EASTERN SWEAT SHIRTS
* SHORT AND LONG SLEEVES
* SIZES: SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE
* AN EASTERN WARDROBE "MUST"
t»

«w

2.25

R 9325

-

BROWSING TIME IS 11 TO 8 P.M. DAILY
ON CONVENIENT SOUTH 2nd STREET

COME AND LOOK US OVER

tomd Opening*
Jittt Reasons

(4ho.se poor innocent freshmen *»$•;"J2"'*■*
Christmas not only brings on
experienced Sunday, a perfect well-earned vacations bat a
example of many college days more serins aspect of the cam^.
to follow.
The Hanging of the Greens
Even before the first hectic "pus.
held
in Walnut Hall
day of classes will come the quiets annually
the
campus
for a few
freshman's first college foot- moments of reverence,
and the
ball game. While the freshman
girl Is frantically running through campus doesn't resume its usual
her wardrobe wondering what the pace until finals have ended.
appropriate dress would be, the The seriousness of study is never
guys are thinking more in prac- felt more than in this week.
Part of the students find themtical terms such as. where to.
selves going through an unforgo, who to ask, and how to
gettable week as they select
there.
Sounds of the band andspiritecL fraternities and sororities durstudents begin the year. But a lng rush week. Teas, parties
football game doesn't end as smokers and new faces are all
time runs out Parties and exciting until the night of dedances come later. The week-J cision, a decision which someends will always be full of these) times separates best friends and
plus concerts, plays, art exhib-. brings tears. Rush brings on
Its, but studying is also in or-j pledging which is us exciting to
watch as to participate.
der on weekends.
New experiences are certainly
Homecoming is perhaps tl
most festive event of the yeai in order for the years to come.
And for the freshmen, the fun
with the parade, decorations
is Just beginning.
floats but more fun arethenigl

Campus Flick

OF RICHMOND
at 294 South Second Street

HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM

COME AND LOOK US OVER
and
REGISTER FOR FREE
$100.00 WARDROBE
of your selection
(No purchase n.c.ssary)

L ^J
WHAT DO WE "CARRY"
Junior and Junior Petite
Sportswear, Coats, Suits,
Dresses (day and cocktail) and formals.

BROWSING TIME 11:00-8:00 DAILY
4

WE ARE PLEASED TO BECOME A PART
OF THE COMMUNITY OF RICHMOND!
L1MSMHJOJ.M.MI

SELECTED SHORT
SUBJECTS ALL PROGRAMS
Ticket Office Opens 7:80 pm.
Shew Starts 8:ee OJB.
Aetaelsslen 78c
Children (under It) • Me

SEPTEMBER 22—MONDAY
THE HEU FIGHTERS
John Wayne, Katharine Ron, Jim Hutton.
*sro MHOS
SEPTEMBER *3 — TUESDAY
MARCO 7
Gene Barry, Cyd Chariss*
SEPTEMBER 24 — WEDNESDAY
CHUBASCO
Richard Eoan, Satan Srrotbtrg, Chrittophor Jonas
SEPTEMBER 25 —THURSDAY
THE TROUBLE WITH GIRLS
Elvis Presley, Marilyn Mason, Nicola Jaffa
— FRIDAY
MORE DEAD THAN AUVE
Clint Wdktr Vincent Prica
SEPTEMBER 11 — SATURDAY
MORE DEAD THAN AUVE
Clint Wafwr, Vincent Price
SEPTEMBER 2f — MONDAY
THE SHOES OFi THE FISHERMAN
Anthony Quant* Laarence ORvier,
VfOfnctj, Do1
ER 30 —TUESDAY
THE SHOES OF THE FISHERMAN
Anthony Oiiinn, Laarence wavier,
DavM Jantnn
Selected Short

Al

Ticket Office Opens 7:^Q p.m.—Show Start • pan.
Admission 75c—Children C

12)—50c

? 1 §I|0J!
212 WATER STREET

GRAND OPENING
Sept. 22 fo 2/th

v

MPnHIHGS:
1. Freshman Registration For Free Gifts
2. Upperclassmen Registration for Free Gi
3. Pick up your Free Campus Pack
4. New Store Hours 9:30 am.-6:00 pan.
BB 9BH9GB I

_J

^■HBnnHBO^SBHBHffinOBHiaMB^BBSSBBBH :*'^yS*lBi
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Frosh Opinion So Far?
Most think It's 'Great'

Richmond
One-Hour Cleaners
•Martinhina/
Watch for ow Spociah

■ lagS
are nicer' Tom Chamberlain said.
"Its big. The boys are really
Mon.. Tuft.. Wtd,
"Compared to the University remarked,
good-looking. I Just to** I make
of Kentucltf I would come to East* "Surprising. A pretty cam- it through this first week." Mary
MOST in Dry Cleaning
ern first. Eastern Is more lite pus. Everyone Is friendly, Gsy Stephens said.
a reel campus. UK is like a Melody James said.
"Nice campus.
I really
Plus a 3-HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY
Jfcintowninnverslty,'' Ronald .«when I first got here, 1 like
It The buildings are nice.
Griffin said.
didn't know anyone.
l was I like my room." Debby Braun
Two Drive-In Windows
"1 ttke it I think It to real .eared to death.
After a- added.
mce. Just what I espectod «'%hlle here, 1 like It." Faye Cook
"It's darn confusing,"
311 W. Main
623-3939
coiieco to be." Ed Oumwltr said.
Kelly
said.
£ji/
'"I like it. The people seem
"First time away from home- friendly. A lot of upperclassIf s lovely!" Jerome Lott re- men have helped me," Tom
^Chambers pointed out.
"Beautiful. I like the scop- i "It's Just what I expected.
ing of all these beautiful sights!" People are friendly," Rex Estridgesald.
Kenneth Pearson said.
MAIN STREET N*> Moon* Gift* 6LVH00I HOTEL
"Sort of relaxing. Scary at
"I was scared to death. I
first.
It
sure
is
beautiful,"
feel so little compared to everyone else," Betty Sue Miller said. Kirk Candle said.
Many Moans Offers a Compote off DotoctaMos
"I really like it. Everybody
'•The administrators
as You Like Them
teachers are nice. "The oeople seems friendly. Everybody that
^^ Pre (alked to who Isn't new
here seems to like It," Chuck
Vintage or Freshly Picked"
Keloffer said.
• "Think It Is really decent

iHanp 4Rwm* antique*

Yes, Virginia, They're Real
Eastern's Penning Rifles' Suicide
lch
added to the almost festive mood Sunsurrounded the campus on "Freshman

day" with one of their precision rifle drffia.
And those bayonets on the ends of ths rifles
are real
(Photo by Crslg Clover)

WITH THE IOOK OF LOVE

Sororities,
0
Fraternities *«-«*-»»«^"
«»
Laubenthal said.
Listed

Fraternities begin rush for
upperclassmen this fall, but for
freshmen rush will not begin until toe second semester. Exact
rush dates have yet to be
announced. Campus fraternities
are:
Alpha «Chi Alpha, local.
Beta Omlcron Chi, local; Delta
Upsllon, national; Kappa Alpha
Order, national; Omega Phi Pit,
local; Phi Delta Theta, national;
"Last year?"
PI Kappa Alpha, national; SigUgh. He doesn't know me. ma Nu, national; Tau Kappa Bp"Do I know you from last silon, national, and Theta Chi,
year?" he asked,
national.
_^
Four nationally-affiliated sororities and two local sororities
of mine had shot me to the on "flfopM* offer membership.
Alpha Delta Ft
ground.
I felt
nauseous. I They are:
never thought much of the grill, national. Alpha Gamma Delta!.
anyway. Too many phonies down national CM Omega, national^
there. I left as quickly as pos- Delta Theta, local, Kappa Delta, national, and Kappa Phi Delsible.
I spent the rest of the orienta- ta local. Plans for initiating
have not yet
tion week In my room, dis- "rush" period
illusioned. I was a broken man. been announced.
Yet, hope remained.

This 'Super Sophomore'
Is Still Waiting, Gals
BY JOHN
The freshmen women were ubi"«" —■—
quitous. I spotted one,nexeumy
flexed my
Many upperclassmen re- biceps, flashed my old I.D. card,

ceive an appreciable amount revved up the engine to my sick

ment and frustration ouring freshman week.
It's always nice to see a
frightened young boy being
mentally tortured by the
mounds of trivia and pseudo

« £■
"there's plott^ j*^ whtre you CUD9 from.»
', j^^d may enough, that
everyone would be down at the
grin. As I made my entrance,
I noticed that the ratio of fresh-

going .
Being an odd sort of guy myLucidly I discovered
that so cool, so suave, so debonair
1*
♦ i»_.a«M k^. m%* ^ * —■ ^ fhfl
that the co-eds will be begging
prefer to observe the
to see me. to touch my threethenedg^
»
^
already
seated
sopho
sophomores
as well as tneneug- ^ fr
t&ro
m m9
m, ^ already seatea to seejno.™ 7^, H« and
"»*»
«" the
s^R
"i2E «
-^T9M
«•.»"«?«?-.
!E/K.
to
gase
Into mv^vSrliu?.
my mysterious,
to me-that
thtrd-semestor
^.«
,,w
y impressed "?
the ZT*
students act more foolishly than ibT90 freshmen girls sitting with seductive eyes.
Well, Pm waiting.
do those who are a yearyounger. Mnu
I remember last year when I j walked up to him and slapped
hit campus that first Sunday. * Mm on the ^ck JQ^ in time to
Mi cooL I had been through r#mwnber that I had never known
one whole year of school, two taa ^^
registrations, »M a respeefca- „Btnfia it goin'.er^slwbudble number of tlioselfroverWally ^,, j improvtoed. "I haven't
wild off-campus activities.
1
8Mn you glnCe last year."
1 pulled up past the flower pot einpDagiE€d the "last year*' unthat Sunday In my car ( I had a m x taew there could be no
car—a sure sign of superiority.) doubt i„ any of those girls*
The first beamed co-edlaaw was mlnda that I knew what was going
going to find out what a real on>
I was.

WELCOME BACK
PIZZA IS OUR SPECIALTY
L-.
HOT
^S A SIDELINE

Interested in working for The
Progress?
Students should contact one of
The PrwresTco-edltors. JoeEdwards
or Allen Trimble' In the
ward. TFSuSwSSoi
paper office on the fourth floor
of the Jones Building.

laiiJMAOQ II

TO E.K.U.
and RICHMOND

Activities Director
Stresses Involvement
Bob Tarvin, the new director
of student activities, wants students to get involved on campus.
"Obviously, me place to begin is in the residence hall.
With toe student rights and responsibilities as they are, you can
by Judged by those with whom
you live; therefore, a good place
lo start getting involved is with
the house councils and Judicial
beards," he said.
"Attend
the Student As-

QDoerwn ora

Mtjff W«!IWK
|MUA«1

soclatlon meetings. The organisation could do a lot of good
on campus, but too many firstgeneration students feel that the
association doesn't touch their
lives," he added.
Tarvin, 23, said that all efforts
are being made to arouse the
freshman's Interest in extracurricular activities with religious
organisations of various denominations to Join and more than
107 active organisations catering
to special interests, major fields
of study, sports, and hobbles.
Tarvin advised that freshmen

Nurses Get
Accreditation mester
*X*£&££2.
rush.
"Although clubs are an ImFor Program portant part of the total edu-

UH*

SI

WELCOME
to

I. and RICHMOND
CURRIER'S MUSIC '
*
*
*
*
*

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
ACCESSORIES
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
ACCESSORIES
GUITAR LESSONS
122 Kg HW Ava.
Uxon sMWsHi

cational experience," empha*
Eastern's two-year nursing- sited the former Eastern tackle,
education program has been ac- "at no time should they become
credited by toe National League the major part About SO per
lorNurslng Board of Review, cent of a student's time is spent
la a related matter the U.S. lln the academic world."
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare has awarded toe
program $35,160 for scholarships and loans.
laoiiwlei in the accreditation
van "an extensive self-study
which culminated in the writing
Pi a
coinprebeoaive rsporV*
according to Mrs. Charlotte
Denny, chairman of the Department of Nursing.
.
The department began planning
to 19S7
for a campus visit
by representatives of the accrediting agency, which came to
Eastern last April and conferred with University officials,
faculty7 and students.
Tba
accreditation signtthat Eastern's nursing
nm
**
program has met quality criteria
You're in charge of building the float, decorating the house
as determined by a peer group
and dressing up the party. So you need Pomps, the flameof nurses Involved in associate
degree education.
resistant decorative tissue. You can decorate anything beauDr. William B. Sexton, dean
tifully with Pomps, inside and out, and do it faster, easier,
of the College of Applied Arts and
better. Pomps don't cost much. They're cut 6' x 6' square,
Technology, said that toe accreready to use, come in 20 vivid colors that are virtually runditation "is a voluntary proproof when wet. Buy Pomps at your bookstore, school supply
cess and Eastern requested the
evaluation because it wanted to
dealer or paper merchant. And ask your hbrarian for our
meet quality criteria."
booklet "How to Decorate With Pomps.- If too doesn t have
it. Just tell her to write for a copy. Or, order your owscopy.
The two-year nursing program, offering the Associate of
Sid $1.25 and your address today to The Crystal Tissue
Arts degree, combines a general
Company, Middletown, Ohio 45042.
QQHIM*
%#,
education with nursing training.
Graduates of toe program who
pass the state licensing examin%
ation are men eligible to practice as registered nurses.

>G**V

SEATING CAPACITY-OVER 100

Conveniently located On Your Way To Town
wto* you orrhra.
PhoM yow order ***i. yo«r plao w« bt stoomlag hot CMd ready to not
you caH:

you prtftr to tok« it home It wlB b. ready to 90 I" only frflotii

623-5400
V

110 SOUTH SECOND STRBT

I'll
-

U

Opaii 7 days a wtak

^O1

G»

Friday A Saturday

4 pm. - 2 A.M.

BRINGrcbolw"ift'""Sc"

85c

Get acquainted with Andy's Pizza Palace
COUPON
GOOD
SEPT. 18
W«:24

i<*

4 p.m. - 1 A.M.

1

3

S

Sunday - Thursday

85c

SMALL
PEPPERONI

COUPON
GOOD
SEPT. 18
THRU 24

Regular $1.10

H

&w

*H I
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Freshmen Pictures
To Begin Monday

RFPLACES SMITH

Pilant Named
ROTC Director

Freshmen pictures for the day; O through R.' next Friday;
Milestone, Eastern yearbook, S through Vf Monday, Sept. 29.
will begin next Monday and run and W. through tf, Tuesday, Sept
through Tuesday, Sept. 30 from 30.
11:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. and from
Pictures are taken free. OthS p.m. to too p.m. in the Stu- er classes will have their picdent Union.
turee taken later. Co-eds should
The schedule according to the wear medium shade blouse or
first letter of students' last sweater and not wear largo earname, is A through D, next rings or other Jewelry, although
Monday; I through G next Tues- pearls may be worn. Men should
day, H through K next Wednes- wear a medium or. dark coat
day; L. through N, next Thurs- and tie and avoid loud sports
coats.

Col. Joseph Lewis Pliant has As the ranking officer, Col.
beea appointed Professor of Mil- Pilant will be in charge of the
itary Science at Eastern, replac- Military Science Department and
ing Col. Everett N. Smith, who will direct the university's Reserve Officer Training Corps.
retired.
Col. Pilant was selected from
the faculty of the Armed Forces
Staff College, Norfolk Va. He
was graduated Magna Cum Laude
from Park College, Parkville,
Mo., and attended Texas Western University, El Paso, Texas, and the University of Colorado, Boulder.
He also has received extensive
training in various areas of Military Science, Including diplomas
from the Armed Forces Staff
College and the Command and
General
Staff College, Ft.
Leavenworth, Kan.

Dr. Martin Welcomes
Freshmen, Parents

Stocktons
Dru&s
Main Street

Welcome
Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

His foreign service Includes
tours of duty In Norm Africa,
England, France, Germany, Okinawa and Vietnam.
Col. Pliant was chief of the
NATO Advanced Weapons Section
at U. S. Army Headquarters In
Europe and was Artillery Battalion Commander for the Fourth
AUled Tactical Air Force
Gem

First The Worst
HEAR YE! HEAR YE!

Madison Laundry

This Court Is Now In Session

and Dry Cleaners

BY PATTEE O'NEILL
Feature IHltor
Rat Court What delight for
upperclassmen;
what misery
for freshmen!
Rat Court, one of the annual
activities of Freshmen Orientation Week, proved to befhe of
the week's more interesting traditions. After all. who can deny
the healthfulness of some good,
clean fun?
The Student Government Association (SGA) sponsors Rat
Court and takes charge of the
proceedings. Court sessions began Tuesday and continue through
Friday in front of the Student
Union Building at 12:30 p.m.
Guides and SGA members dls-

Complete Laundry
623-3248

-CALL US

FOR YOUR
DRUG
NEEDS"

your room can be an almost Impossible task.
(Photo by Craig Clover)

It happens once, maybe twice a year, but the first time always seems to be the worst. The se freshman co-eds in Eastern's Telford Hag found out, last Sunday that checking Into

(Conttaaed frees Page One)
about their classwork."
of $7 million to |70 million and
Also welcoming the parents at
the faculty from 118 to 950. the meeting were Dr. Thomas F.
He told the parents of new Stovall, vice president for acastudents,
"We are prepared demlc affairs; Dr. John Rowlett,
better this year to enhance their vice president for research and
development than ever before." development; Dr. ThomasD.MyHe said the University has era, acting dean of students; Miss
spent two years In evolving a Mary K. Ingela, dean of woment
declaration of "student rights and Dr. Jamea Allen, dean of
and responsibilities" that de- men.
fines what kind of student should Dr. Rowlett, who has been at
be on the campus and the kind Eastern two decades, said the
university's greatest growth has
that should not come.
"This will not be an insti- been in the 1960's. "For every
tution of disorder and dis- major facility that we have
ruption," Dr. Martin said. "Our constructed In the 60's," he said,
buildings will not be occupied by "we have begun a doaen major
mobs and our students will not programa—many Just now be*
be Interfered with as they go ginning to mature M

and
Dry Cleaning Service
SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOR CASH & CARRY
ONE DAY SERVICE ON REQUEST
ACROSS FROM RUS STATION

THIRD

girls not to tip their beanies, did
not appear to be the least bit
timid. She even offered to do
a song and dance with no avail.
She was commanded to kiss a
freshman boy who "volunteered"
to help her complete her sentence. When told to "plant one
on him." she protested that she
didn't know how and that she
hadn't brought her flower seeds
with bar anyway. After much
procrastination, Miss Bosler got
on with it and packed the lucky
Eric on the cheek.
The charge of "ignorance" was
lodged against Vickie Scott.
Miss Scott pleaded "not guilty"
and her accomplice in the situation and another freshman
bov. Damns Moore, joined her

tributed summonses to the court
sessions to unsuspecting freshmen students.
Several persons were brought
forward Tuesday, the first day
of court. There were a few un- -*
inhibited ones, but Laura Knight
was so terrified she was shaking.
The poor girl's shrill shrieks
were heard from the moment
her name was called until she
bad fulfilled her sentence.
When told to kiss Daniel
Boone's foot she was heard to
remark that it was "too dirty."
However under the coercion of
the Judges she was led to Boone's
statue ana performed her sentence, screaming all the way.
Chris Rosier, who was accusad of telling other freshman

in singing the "Star Spangled
Banner."
For Brands Ratter, who was
charged with not knowing tea
name of tea Student Union Building, the sentence was a bit more
difficult. But proving herself up
to the challenge, Miss Reiter proposed most artfully and enthusiastically to Jim Miller, a senior selected from tee crowd.
Sandra Payne, the first defendant to be brought forth, was
charged with "being unfriendly
to an upperclashman" and pleaded "guilty" to the charge.
The Judges were astounded to
discover that Miss Payne didn't
know either "My Old Kentucky
Home" or the "Stef Spangled
Banner."

• • .«•. *
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BOOKSTORE
CAMPUS HEADQUARTERS FOR

HEW & USED TEXTBOOKS

STEREO TAPES

JACKETS

POSTERS

ART SUPPLIES

i

EHGUSH SUPPLIES

STUDY GUIDES

PL UNIfORMS

MAPS

CAMUS TENNIS SHOES
RECORDS

BLACK LIGHTS
COSMETICS
I

JEWELRY

PAPER BACKS

SWEAT SHIRTS

t

WALLACES HAVE THEM ALL
RIDE THE COURTESY TRAIN AND SHOP WALLACES

YOUR FRIENDS ARE

BOOK STORE
******

BBBH

n
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\ND CITES FAIRNESS

FREE FREE

Report Implementation
Martin
Given Priority
of Regents. The report sets process and fairness in the enEastern President Robert R. guidelines and makes recommen- tire life and activity of the Ulartln told a Profress pr»» dations about all phases of cam- nivarsity," he said.
ooference laat Satnrfay ttai pus life.
Is a good deal of work
President Martin said the re- to "There
roper implementation of the
do In implementing the re•owell Report has been given port's implementation should in- port." he continued, andexsp priority In student- related clude both the positive aspects, preased hope that the Student
tatters tor the coming year. such as student involvement, and Council would appoint responThe Powell Report, also called negative aspects, such as dis- sible students to provide student
he Student Affairs Report, was ciplinary boards,
viewpoint on the Implementation.
ssued last January and approved "The thing I would like to see The president also emphasised
his summer by Eastern's Board Dwrmeate the jear wojadbedue new facilities for student use,
specifically citing a renovated
building for activities at campus
property, the Arlington E™,
on U. S. 25 north of Richmond.
He said the structure has been
named "Mulebarn" and should
be ready for use In two weeks.
He pointed out further that the
football stadium-physical education complex will be completed
this year, containing W-ctas»rooms, 50 offices, 12 handbell
courts and three basketball
floors.
,
A 25-acre intramural complex
between the stadium and the
campus trailer court will alsobe
constructed, but might not be
ready for use this year, he said.
Other facilities cited Include
the university student center, a
statue symbolising youth to be
erected in front of the ToddDupree Hall complex, and a
learning library planned by Central University College to assist
students who have come to Eastern and found themselves In academic difficulties.
The president stressed his
hope that students seek the campus ombudsman, a position
created to help students with their
problems.
"From time to time he (the
ombudsman) will report to me on
the problems and the things that
really concern the campus," he

So Long, Sis

The president also said that he
hoped to meet monthly withcampuT leaders.

Dr. Martin Opposes
Move To Halt Funds

Interfere with constructive
ef-LT'""
construct!
Act for1 ».w~
Labor .andA interfere
forts by institutions to solve their
Eastern President Robert R. propriation
Education, and Welfare own problems.
Martin was one of nine univer- Health,
"to
provide,
under certain clr- "We believe that colleges and
sity presidents who, this «mmer "ctfEMfedfeTVfeftMr
^orfederil universities on their own Initis£aed s statement which strongly funds to an entire Institution.
(Apses proposed federal legis- The majority of American ative are learning rapidly how to
lation that would require colleges colleges, Including Eastern, have adapt their policies and proand universities to take certain never been threatened by campus cedures to cope with disruption.
The Council represents I,W5
action after campus unrest or
coUeges, universities and assuffer a cutoff of federal funds. violence.
The statement which the pre- sociations of higher education.
The statement, released by the sidents
said the restrict- •It maintains that the provision for
American Council on Education, ions willsigned
"Play
directly Into the a cutoff of funds "is new and
Washington, D. C, Is to be used hands of the militant
minority." would move the Government one
In Congressional testimony
step further Into college and
against the proposal. The Coun- it also said:
cil said the group of presidents "We are convinced that such university administration."
represents "virtually every seg- sanctions against Institutions
ment of higher education.
serve only to punish
The statement said an effort is would
guilty and Innocent alike and
being made to amend the Ap-

OPENING GET ACQUAINTED OFFER
AND
$79.95 DEB TONE 8 TRACK CAR STEREO FREE
. 'v-

FEATURES:*

The Queen of the Debfone
8-Tracks

o FINE TUNING CONTROL
o ^TRANSISTORS ,;
o SOLID STATE CH&U1TRY
o 5 WATTS PER CHANNEL
o BLACK VINYL-CQVERED CASE
o PUSH-BUTTON CHANNEL CHANGE
o AUTOMATIC CHANNEL CHANGE
oWE-CAST CHROME FRONT PANEL
o SHOCK PROOF
o DUST PROTECTOR CARTRIDGE DOOR
o PLAYS UP TO 80 MINUTES
^OPERATES 2. 4 OR 6 SPEAKERS
* FULL-RANGE BALANCE CONT
cTRIPLE CHROME PLATE
riNUOUS PLAY; NO REWINDING
i CAR. BOAT. CAMPER. OR FLAME
ERFERENCE...
NO INTERRUPTIONS . ..
Jlftf STEREO MUSIC MAGIC III
.PBRFECT BLEND TONE CONTROL

DESIGNED WITH THE
CONSUMER IN MIND

PERFORMANCE PROVEN

THIS OFFER GOOD
THROUGH SATURDAY. SEPT. 27th. Hot

RECORDS

TAPES

TAPES

„WIW1I1IW
From
w
- 'col^ i^Ne^m - Oas^cal Suggested
Price At All Times 5.88. Ask How To Get The 6.95 Tape For
Only 3.85. Would You Like To Trade Tapes? CgmjJ>n ■- ™-«
Trade Our Every Day Prices On Records.
times.
Ml The Latest Albums at 3.76 ea. at a
NEEDLES. SPEAKERS AND ALL OTHER NEEDS
TAPE PLAYERS.

NOT_ REQUIRED

Teaching Examinations
For Seniors Scheduled
■

College seniors pfepartngto placement offices school perteach school may take the Na- sonnel departments or directly
tional Teacher
Examinations from National teacher ExNov. 8, 1»«», or Jan. SL April aminations, Box 911, Educational
4 or July 18, 1970, the Educa- Testing Service, Princeton, ».
£L^
tional Testing Service announced J. 08840.
this week.
.^
'
Results of the NTE are used
by many targe school districts
as one of several factors in the
selection of new teachers and by
several states for certification or
licensing of teachers. Somecolleces also require all seniors
hoping to teach to take the examinations, though Eesternisnot
one of these. The school system and state departments of
education which use the examination results are designated in
the Bulletin of Information for
Candidates though Kentucky In
CORNER NORW SICOND It IRVWE
not included in this list A numRICHMOND, KENTUCKY
of graduate schools
require
this evaml—**Mt prior to admittance.
\
The Bulletin of Information for
Candidates contains a list a
e
test centers,
nnd informal
about the examinations, as
as a Registration Form. c. .
may be obtained from college

i

pftoii;fcflsn

ST.

Where You Get Gw**/.
One-Hour Dry Ckontaq And
Tw. -Hour Shirt Service
6 Days A Week

This Coupon Good for 35c
en any purchase of $3.00
at
DANIEL BOONE TRADING POST
Located OiTti Eastern ly-Pau
Next to Daniel Sooao Mod CMckoa
Expires Oct. 3

Register for our Stereo
Tape Player to be given
away on our Grand
Opening.
r

THE
5 MARSHMELLOW
CENTRAL MUSIC
16 North St.

KURIOUS
MARSHMELLOW
I

THE

316 N _THST.
STORE

RICHMOND, KY

. . _ _ .„ MON. THRU FRI. 10:00 A.M. TO 8:00 PJA.
HOURS
SAT. ONLY *00 A.M. TO 8:00 PM

v5

51
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BRITTS FEATURES THE TOP BRANDS

I >ol)l )icl?rool;s

WEWON

junionte

■

Helena Rubinstein

i

I airlirhl
•

anE

6OIPY
VAN HEU8EN

Y/lRDIiEY

LORRAINE®

Queen Casuals

B&mzl3db
.

Mllii.KII <\mni(\i\
|<!

RK

tM:

Knits

I

EXMOOR
K

BleekerStreet
t

College-

Lev is

ft Oi*»*>*M ©# *•*»»"*" l»C*N

^hipighore-

iremoon
WRANGLER*

I
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ladies Sportswear
Myrna Sweaters

Ladies Sportswear m Men's Sportswear
Full Fashion Sweaters Flair Jeans

100% Orion Acrylic
This Sweater offers a crisp
firm hand, excellent resistiency beautiful colors plus all the
easy care advantages
Reg. $7.00 Sale $5 QO

100% Acrylic
Washable
Hi Style Fashion „
Reg. $5.00 Sale $4.00

Ladies Sportswear
Wrangler Slacks

WDOKUCTL

Snug at the hips and flared at
the foot, also straight leg
Special
^^
Striaght Leg $O.W
Bell Bottom

You'll Click)
With Snapper Jeans
Permanent Press Sixes 29-36
Reg. $6.99 Sale $5.00

Ladies Sportswear J Men's Sportswear
"Safari" &
1 Banlon Shirts
buttom down Blouses 100% Nylon
Oxford P-Press
f00% Combed Cotton

$4.50

D/tiffa

Special $2.50

The any occasion Shirt
Sixes S-M-L-XL

i

Reg. $4.00 Sale$300

Men's Sportswear
Robes
50% Rayon
50% Acetate
Machine Washable
Sizes S-M-L-XL

—^^"^
f\

Vjea^yic !t5s

Reg. $9.99 Sale $6.99

Men's Sportswear
Raincoats .
Made of Heavy
Guage Opaque
Embossed Vinyl Material
100% Electronically Heat
Sealed Seams Sixes 3448
Reg. $2.99 Sale <£< QQ

■■
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.0 UNIVERSIT]£SHOPPING CENTER

White Slag

LANCASTER & EASTERN BY PASS. RICHMOND. KY. 40475. TEL: (606) (23-7177
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